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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

0712912011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4/13/2010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-48
Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-24

Based on the staff's review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-24, the following items
should be addressed:

1. The total effects of a seismic event and the breach of the non-safety piping header A2 or C2
was discussed in the RAI response, including a discussion on how the safety related headers Al
or C1 may drain down in addition to headers A2 or C2 until they are isolated by the automatic
closure signal from the surge tank low level. However, the consequence of isolation of cooling
flow to the charging pumps, spent fuel pool, reactor cooling pumps (RCPs) was not explained for
this event (potential loss of RCP seal and thermal barrier cooling). This discussion needs to be
included in the RAI response and in the DCD.
2. Specifically, describe the operator actions required to re-establish flow to headers Al or C1
once the non-safety headers A2 or C2 are isolated.
3. Describe what valves are to be closed by the operators for this event since some valves have
automatic closure signals on surge tank low level.
4. The isolation of air operated valves (for example AOV-661A) for the non-safety loads was not
part of this RAI discussion and should be addressed in the RAI response and in the DCD.
5. The proposed Tier 2 DCD markup text (added in Revision 2) does not provide the detail that
was provided in the response to the RAI as would be appropriate in the DCD. Provide additional
details in the DCD related to non-safety related CCW header isolation. The discussion of the
non-safety seismic category II piping system was not part of the RAI discussion and should be
included in DCD.

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref: UAP-HF-09333;
dated June 19, 2009; ML091760624.
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ANSWER:

(1) In the event of an earthquake, the non-safety piping associated with the A2 and C2 headers
may fail, which could result in leakage from the system and subsequent lowering of the surge
tank water level. However, redundant isolation valves on the supply lines between the
seismic category I and non-safety piping (NCS-AOV-057A/B and NCS-AOV-058A/B)
automatically close on surge tank low-low level which would isolate failed piping and stop
CCWS leakage. Similarly, redundant check valves (NCS-VLV-036A/B and
NCS-VLV-037A/B) in the return lines from the non-safety piping will stop a CCWS leak if there
is a break in the non-safety piping. For this reason, isolation of the header tie line supply
(NCS-MOV-020A, B, C, and D) and return valves (NCS-MOV-007A, B, C, and D) on a surge
tank low-low water level signal is not required to protect the safety function of CCWS.
Therefore, the DCD will be changed to eliminate the surge tank low-low water level signal from
the header tie line isolation valves. In addition, the surge tank level signal description in DCD
Tier 2 Figure 9.2.2-1, provided in the response to Question 9.2.2-69, changed "header tie
isolation" to "non-safety piping isolation", which is consistent with the purpose of the isolation.

As discussed in the response to Question Q9.2.2-58, isolation of the header tie line valves on
either "P" or "(S+UV)" signals will be removed in a future DCD revision. Thus, cooling flow is
not interrupted to the charging pumps, spent fuel pool or reactor cooling pumps upon receipt
of an ESFAS signal as indicated in DCD Rev. 3. The response to Question 9.2.2-55
removes testing of the actuation logic for the header tie line isolation valves that is currently
described in DCD Revision 3 Subsection 14.2.12.1.87.

(2) As indicated in the preceding Item (1) response, there will be no automatic isolation signals for
the header tie line valves. Thus, there are no operator actions required to reestablish flow to
the Al or C1 headers after automatic isolation.

(3) A low-low surge tank water level signal results in automatic isolation of the non-safety piping
(most susceptible to leakage) with no operator intervention required. The valves that close
are the supply isolation valves (NCS-AOV-057A1B and NCS-AOV-058A/B on the low-low tank
level signal) and the return check valves (NCS-VLV-036A/B and NCS-VLV-037A/B) located at
the boundary with the non-safety piping.

(4) The pneumatic-operated valves (NCS-AOV-057A/B and NCS-AOV-058A/B) that will be
automatically closed by a low-low surge tank water level signal receive control air from the
non-safety IAS system. As a consequence, they may not operate upon a low-low surge tank
water level signal due to loss of control air. However, in the event of an IAS failure, these
valves would fail in the closed position thereby maintaining their safety function. (Note: As
indicated in the response to Question 9.2.2-49, the isolation valve configuration reflected in
DCD Revision 3 has been changed; thus, the cited example of NCS-AOV-661A is no longer
applicable.)

(5) The design for isolating non-safety piping has been changed. As a result, piping within the
isolation boundaries no longer includes Seismic Category II piping; i.e., only Seismic
Category I piping is included within isolation boundaries. The reactor building wherein these
piping systems are installed is designed as Seismic Category I. Thus, the design is consistent
with GDC 4 and failure of Seismic II piping due to internal missiles is not postulated. In
summary, in the event of an earthquake that results in failure of the non-safety piping, leakage
will be contained by a surge tank low-low water level signal closure of supply valves
(NCS-AOV-057A/B and NCS-AOV-058A/B) and the return check valves (NCS-VLV-036A/B
and NCS-VLV-037A/B) located at the boundary with the non-safety piping.

DCD Tier 2, Section 9.2.2.2 will be revised to reflect the revised design for isolating non-safety
piping. DCD Tier 1 Section 2.2.3 will be revised to address ITAAC for Seismic Category II
systems and components.
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Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 1 Subsection 2.2.3 will be revised as follows:

* Subsection 2.2.3.1, Item 23 to Seismic Category II include systems and components
* Table 2.2-4, Item 23 to Seismic Category II include systems and components

DCD Tier 1 Subsection 2.5.1 will be revised as follows:

* Table 2.5.1-4: Deletion of "Component Cooling Water Supply and Return Header Tie Line
Isolation Interlock

DCD Tier 1 Subsection 2.7.3.3.1 will be revised as follows:

" Table 2.7.3.3-2 (Sheet 1 of 8): Remove Low-low CCW surge tank level, (S+UV) and P
signals as applicable to control of NCS-MOV-020 A, B, C, D.

" Table 2.7.3.3-2 (Sheet 2 of 8): Remove Low-low CCW surge tank level, (S+UV) and P
signals as applicable to control of NCS-MOV-007 A, B, C, D.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 7.6.1.5 will be revised as follows:

" Replaced Subsection "CCW Supply and Return Header Tie Line Isolation Interlock" with
"Not Used" because automatic isolation of the header tie line does not occur and manual
action is required to achieve independence between trains.

" Deleted Figure 7.6-6 consistent with deletion of automatic interlocks for header tie line
valves.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2 will be revised as follows:

• Revised to add additional description of isolation of non-safety piping.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.5 "Header tie line isolation valve" will be revised as follows:

• Revised to remove automatic closure of header tie line isolation valves and the necessity
to reopen the valves to provide RCP thermal barrier and spent fuel pool heat exchanger
cooling.

* Added statement that the valves are operated from the MCR when an operator
determines that train separation is required.

* Add statement that closure time will not be so rapid as to cause a water hammer concern.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.5.4 will be revised as follows:

* Revised to remove reference to automatic header tie line isolation on low-low surge tank
water level.
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DCD Tier 2 Subsection 19.1.7.1 will be revised as follows:

* Table 19.1-119 (Sheet 22 of 46): Delete Item 17 relating to automatic closure of CCW
header tie line.

. Revise Figure 19.1-2 (Sheets 14, 15) to delete automatic closure of header tie line
isolation valves.

Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
Small change resulting in slight improvement in core damage frequency.
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2.2 STRUCTUAL AND SYSTEM ENGINEERING US-APWR Design Control Document

below the internal design flood level, as shown in Table 2.2-5, are fitted with
water-tight seals.

12. Safety-related electrical, instrumentation, and control equipment in the RIB and
each PS/B is located above the internal design flood level.

13. For the R/B and each PS/B, external walls below flood level are a minimum of
two feet thick to protect against water seepage.

14. Penetrations in the external walls of the R/B and each PS/B, as shown in Figures
2.2-14 through 2.2-25, that are at or below design basis flood level, are fitted with
water-tight seals to protect against external flooding.

15. Deleted.

16. Deleted.

17. Redundant safe shutdown components and associated electrical divisions
outside the containment and the control room complex are separated by 3-hour
rated fire barriers to preserve the capability to safely shutdown the plant following
a fire.

18.a. Penetrations and openings, other than ventilation ducts, through fire barriers are
protected against fire.

18.b. Ventilation ducts that penetrate fire barriers are protected by fire dampers.

19. Deleted.

20. Deleted.

21. Safety-related SSCs are protected from any credible internal missile sources
inside and outside the containment.

22. Deleted.

23.a The seismic Category II structures identified in Table 2.2-1 will not impair the
ability of safety-ie1ated-seismic Category I SSCs to perform its design basis
safetytheiF-•f,-•* Fe.ated functions during or following an SSE.

23.b Seismic Category II systems and components will not impair the ability of seismic
Cateqory I SSC to perform its design basis safety function during or following an
SSE.

24. SSCs that require evaluation in the seismic fragilities task of a seismic margin
analysis have high confidence of low probability of failure (HCLPF) values equal
to or greater than the review level earthquake.

2.2.4 Inspection, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Tier I 2.2-4 Revision 3
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2.2 STRUCTUAL AND SYSTEM ENGINEERING US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 2.2-4 Structural and Systems Engineering Inspections, Tests,
Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (Sheet 5 of 46)

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

21. Safety-related SSCs are 21. Inspections and analyses will 21. A report exists and concludes
protected from any credible be performed to verify that as- that as-built safety-related SSCs
internal missile sources inside built safety-related SSCs are are protected from credible
and outside the containment, protected from credible internal missile sources by the

internal missile sources by the methods described in Section
methods described in Section 2.2.2.1.
2.2.2.1.

22. Deleted. 22. Deleted. 22. Deleted.

23.a The seismic Category II 23.a Analyses and inspections 23.a A report exists and concludes
structures identified in Table will be performed to verify that the as-built seismic
2.2-1 will not impair the that theof the dsignd as- Category II structures identified
ability of seismic Category built configuration of seismic in Table 2.2-1 will not impair
Isafety-elated SSCs to Category II structures the ability of seismic Category
perform its design basis identified in Table 2.2-1 will leaft-" Felated SSCs to

sebe performed to .. ify th"at perform its design basis
functions during or following these sturctures will not safet)he*F saFet
an SSE. impair the ability of seismic functions during or following an

Category Isafety-related SSE.
SSCs to perform its design
basis safetHsafety-
reated functions during or
following an SSE.

23.b Seismic Category I systems 23.b Analyses and inspections 23.b A report exists and concludes
and components will not will be performed to verify that as-built seismic Category II
impair the ability of seismic that the as-built systems and components will
Category I SSC to perform its configuration of seismic not impair the ability of a
design basis safety function Category II systems and seismic Category I SSC to
during or following an SSE. components will not impair perform its design basis safety

the ability of a seismic function during or following an
Category I SSC to perform SSE.
its design basis safety
function during or following
an SSE.

24. SSCs that require evaluation 24.i Analyses will be performed to 24.i Reports exist and conclude that
in the seismic fragilities task of verify that the SSCs requiring the SSCs evaluated in the
a seismic margin analysis evaluation in the seismic seismic fragilities task of the
have high confidence of low fragilities task of a seismic seismic margin assessment
probability of failure (HCLPF) margin assessment have have HCLPF values equal to or
values equal to or greater than HCLPF values equal to or greater than the review level
the review level earthquake. greater than the review level earthquake.

earthquake.

Tier I 2.2-27 Revision 3 1
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2.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 2.5.1-3 ESF Actuations and Monitored Parameters (Sheet 3 of 3)

ESF Function Actuation Signal Monitored Variables

CVCS Isolation High Pressurizer Water Level Pressurizer Water Level

Manual Actuation Manual Switch Position

(CVCS Isolation Switch)

Table 2.5.1-4 Interlocks Important to Safety

Containment Spray/Residual Heat Removal Pump Hot Leg Isolation Valve Open Permissive Interlock

Simultaneous-Open Block Interlock with Residual Heat Removal Discharge Line Containment Isolation
Valve and Containment Spray Header Containment Isolation Valve

Simultaneous-Open Block Interlock with Containment Spray/Residual Heat Removal Pump Hot Leg Isolation
Valve and Containment Spray Header Containment Isolation Valve

Reactor Makeup Water Line Isolation Interlock

Accumulator Discharge Valve Open Interlock

Compronnt Cooling Water Supply ..nd. R1t81 o ..OR.. Ti. Ln ,,,latin Interloc

RCP Thermal Barrier Heat Exchanger Component Cooling Water Return Line Isolation Interlock

Low-Pressure Letdown Line Isolation Interlock

Tier I 2.5-9 Revision 3
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Table 2.7.3.3-2 Component Cooling Water System Equipment Characteristics (Sheet I of 8)

Loss of
ASME Code Seismic Remotely Class 1E/ Active Motive

Equipment Name Tag No. Section III Category Operated Qual. For PSMS Safety Motive

Class I Valve Harsh Envir. Control Function Power
Position

Component cooling water NCS-MHX-001 A, 3 Yes -- -
(CCW) heat exchangers B, C, D

ECCS Start
Actuation

Component cooling water NCS-MPP-001 A, LOOP Start
pumps B, C, D 3 Yes Yes/No sequence

Low CCW
header Start

pressure
Component cooling water
surge tanks NCS-MTK-001 A, B 3 Yes - /-
Component cooling water NCS-VLV-016 A, Transfer
pump discharge check B,N C D 3 Yes 4-/ Open
valves

ad IT-FaRsfe
w~e~velta@ G'esed

CCW supply header tie NCS-MOV-020 A, 3 Yes Yes Yes/No Spry. As Is
line isolation valves B, C, D Les Ye

Transfer
Remote Open/
Manual Transfer

I Closed
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Table 2.7.3.3-2 Component Cooling Water System Equipment Characteristics (Sheet 2 of 8)

~Loss of
ASME Code Seismic Remotely Class IE/ Active Motive

Equipment Name Tag No. Section III Category Operated Qual. For PSMS Safety Motive

Class I Valve Harsh Envir Control Function Power
Position

TFaRnfer
URdemetage pened

COW return header tie NCS-MOV-007 A, 3 Yes Yes Yes/No &" - 'ee As Is
line isolation valves B, C, D Lew-lew

Maua SUF Transfer
4 -wateF Gesed

Transfer
Remote Open/
Manual Transfer

Closed
ECCS

Actuation Transfer
and CCW Open

CS/RHR heat exchanger NCS-MOV-145 A, 3 Yes Yes Yes/No pump start As IsCCW outlet valves B, C, D Transfer

Remote Open/
Manual Transfer

Closed
Containment Transfer

Isolation ClosedRCP CCW supply line NC-O-0 ,Phase B
outside containment BC-O-42A 2 Yes Yes Yes/No Transfer As Is
isolation valves Remote Open/

Manual Transfer
___________________________________________________________________________ClosCose

z
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--I
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CD
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X
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0

0
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0
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7. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

7.6.1.4 Accumulator Discharge Valve Open Interlock

Each of the four RCS loops is provided with a separate accumulator. Each ECCS
accumulator discharge line connecting to the RCS cold leg is provided with a motor
operated isolation valve. Normally the isolation valve is open; therefore, the accumulator
system is normally available for its designed function.

The accumulator discharge valve can be closed manually. However, an interlock is
provided to open this valve when the reactor coolant pressure is above the P-11 setpoint.
The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7.6-5. The safety related interlocks
preclude multiple valve misalignment due to spurious commands from operational VDUs.

This interlock may be manually bypassed for test and maintenance to close the
accumulator discharge valve by two deliberate operator actions. If this valve is closed
and not selected to "Lock", then the ECCS actuation signal will automatically open the
valve and make the accumulator system available. The "Lock" function is described in
Topical Report MUAP-07007 (Reference 7.6-1) Section 4.5.3.a.

The accumulator system can be bypassed for test and maintenance by manually closing
its discharge valve and selecting it to "Lock". In the "Lock" mode, the accumulator
discharge valves will not automatically open, therefore the affected accumulator will be
un-available for its designed ESF function. During this condition, the inoperable status of
the accumulator is alarmed in the MCR and indicated continuously on the BISI system
displays. Not Used

The signal path for this interlock is from the pressurizer pressure transmitters to the RPS,
and then to the SLS, which controls these MOVs via motor control centers.

7.6.1.6 CCW Supply and Return Header Tie Line Isolation Interlock

T-heCCI.A.I ycrtom concicte of wo indepondontrcubcysto mc. Each cubcyctom coeAict6 of

concictc o-f traiRS C & D, for a total of four 50% traine. TPhor aF Fro' cre onnotinee
botween trains A and B, And bot.AAo traine C- and D. Each subsystom Supplies a non-
occontial safety clace loop and a non safety; loop. Thoro are tWo corioc moltor oporated

icolation valvo for ac~h supply and roturnW tio9 l9 betwo ceparato train. ThAcoe
---l----,RQ'Rti AlVeS oncWuerv eah m ,echaRi•al cafot train is iVeoatod from any potontial
pacWive feiluri in the non cafoty poionl Or Anvhor i mqchanical Safoty train o th CCW.

The btfo cRAF*c ie Ation S ;Rvo ieach =A1 he~ader are4R automatic ally peceed duringth
foIIllowin I ond itilVn I:

£ eCCS actujationR combined Wxith LOOP_1

£ Low COW Aurgo tank water level

For NCS AO'V.' 007A, B and NCS MOV V 02•A, B3 the piping diagr•am for thlvv v;a vo are
show'n in Fion 9 2 2 1 !Sheet 4 of r hamteF 0 and eFn PIGS IAfI 09:7G D =Rd. - - ... - . - I

..~ , iii uI uriauiur it

Tier 2 
7.6-4 Revision 3

Tier 2 7.6-4 Revision 3



7. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

Tho46 intRloc'Qkc forF th8ce ValVec Wre choWn in Figure 7.6 6. Thoco6 intorloc-ks oeuR--ro thoe
a idepondencse of oeach safety mocrhanical train of than GCPAS thereby proViding CCW
coolant to ESF SYS0tems reguirod for mnitigating condit'Gnc Of thA een~t. The safety relatd
intorlockercld multiple valve misalignment duo to spuriouc commandc fromR
operational VDC.lI

T-hoco intorloc~k may be mnanually bypassed for roopening the valvoc to roctore RCP ca
and spent fuel pit heat exchanger cooling, if required. The bypacs can be celocto-Atd fo
the safet V.DU. To soloct the bypace- fromR the operational VDU, the Bypass Permiscv
for the rocpectivc train must be enabled.

Two cerioc valvacs assimied to different traiRc encuroc icolation even in the Kroencoe of a

The Gignal Path for the ECCS 2 and- GS 2-olok i rom the ESFAS to the 2SLS that
cotrolc tha vawvoc thrg.h motor control ctre. The cigna! path for the 6urgo

tank interlock ic from local level tRranMiterc to the RPS to the 6 96 foer contro;.l of thoes
samevalves-

7.6.1.6 RCP Thermal Barrier HX CCW Return Line Isolation Interlock

Each CCW subsystem supplies cooling water to the RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger.
Two motor-operated valves and flow meters are located at the CCW outlet line of the
RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger.

These valves close automatically upon a high flow rate signal at the outlet of this line in
the event of in-leakage from the RCS through the thermal barrier heat exchanger, and
prevent this in-leakage from further contaminating the CCWS.

The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7.6-7. The safety related interlocks
preclude multiple valve misalignment due to spurious commands from Operational VDUs.

These interlocks ensure isolation of in-leakage from the RCS through the thermal barrier
heat exchanger.

The signal path for these interlocks is from the local flow transmitters to the RPS, and
then SLS, which controls these MOVs via motor control centers.

7.6.1.7 Low-pressure Letdown Line Isolation Interlock

A single normally closed air-operated valve is placed in each of the two low pressure
letdown lines connected to two of the four RHR trains. During the normal plant cool down
operation, one of these valves is open to divert a portion of the RCS flow to the CVCS for
the purpose of purification and RCS inventory control.

Additionally at mid-loop operation during plant shutdown, these valves are automatically
closed and the CVCS is isolated from the RHRS after receiving the RCS loop low-level
signal to prevent loss of RCS inventory.

The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7.6-8. One of these valves of RHS-
(AOV-024B,024C) the piping diagrams for these valves are shown in Figure 5.4.7-2 in

Tier 2 7.6-5 Revision 3
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7. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

CCW Supply Header Tie Line Isolation Valve
! I If

CCW Return Header Tie Line Isolation Valve

oC

Containment Spray
Actuation Signal

ECCS Actuation Signal
and Undervoltage Signal

N N~tAh~dFigure 7.6-6 IQ i m
Intgsrlniock fer1 L-Lr-! meaner. Tie I llo le latign valvel' s

Tier 2 7.6-15 Revision 3
Tier 2 7.6-15 Revision 3



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

exchanger, seal water heat exchanger, blowdown sample cooler, B.A. evaporator, waste
gas compressor, and so on. The CCWS provides sufficient surge tank capacity below the
low level alarm to allow for operators to take action.

9.2.2.1.2.2 Normal Plant Cooldown

The CCWS is designed to remove both decay and sensible heat from the core and the
reactor coolant system in addition to some normal operating heat loads during the latter
stages of plant cooldown. The component cooling water system is sized to reduce the
temperature of the reactor coolant system from 350°F at approximately 4 hours after
reactor shutdown to 140°F using 4 trains while maintaining the component cooling water
supply below 11 0°F. Failure of one train of CCW with another train unavailable due to
maintenance will not prevent achieving cold shutdown conditions. The CCWS continues
to provide cooling water to the residual heat removal system throughout the shutdown
after cooldown is complete.

9.2.2.1.2.3 Refueling

During refueling, cooling water flow is provided to spent fuel pool heat exchangers to cool
the spent fuel pool. For a full core off-load cooling water is also supplied to a normal
residual heat removal heat exchanger as part of spent fuel pool cooling. The CCWS
maintains the spent fuel pit water temperature below 1200F. System operation is with both
CCWS divisions available.

9.2.2.2 System Description

The system flow diagram is shown in Figure 9.2.2-1.

The CCWS is the closed loop system that functions as an intermediate system between
the various components cooled by CCWS and the ESWS, (Subsection 9.2.1). The CCWS
transfers heat and prevents direct leakage of the radioactive fluid from the components to
the ESWS.

The CCWS consists of two independent subsystems. One subsystem consists of trains A
& B, and the other subsystem consists of trains C & D, for a total of four trains. Each train
has one CCWP and one CCW HX and provides 50% of the cooling capacity required for
safety function. "Al" and "A2" from the header

tie line between A and B. and
Electrical power to the CCWS is supplied from Class 1 E b S "CI" and "C2" from the header
Class 1 E power supply so that the system is capable to o er tie line between C and D.
power.

There is the header tie line between trains A and B, and itween trains C and D. The
header tie line in each subsystem branches into two loops. See Table 9.2.2-1 for the
components supplied by each loop.

Each subsystem is served by one CCW surge tank. The CCW surge tank is installed at
the highest point of the system to facilitate system air venting to ensure a water solid
closed loop and to provide the net positive suction head at the CCWP suction. In addition,

Tier 2 9.2-17 
Revision 3

Tier 2 9.2-17 Revision 3



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

the surge tank accommodates the thermal expansion and contraction of th a g water
and potential leakagelperforming I CCWS. /

Demineralized quality water with rrosion inhibitors is circulated in the gjpWS. No
outside impurities are expected to b infiltrated in the system, therefore, Ohe CCW filter is
not necessary. The impacts of non-sa related SSC failures in the CCW system will not
adversely affect safety-related SSCs W their safety fereted-function since the
direct impact of a pipe break in the non-safety portion of the system can be
accommodate CCW system's safety function will be maintained aS a r9W'-f tbQ
nonsafe~ysefated piping failure, and the indirect impact of the pipe break will not imp t
any oC safety function.

___________________________ in the event of a
Each non-safety CCW header is isolated by redundant
valves between the seismic category I and non-safety
piping. Air operated valves (NCS-AOV-057A/B and NCS- 3w. Design parameters for major components
AOV-058A/B) isolate the supply lines and check valves
(NCS-VLV-036A/B and NCS-VLV-037AIB) isolate the return
lines. The valves are located on the Reactor Building side
of the boundary between seismic category I and non-safety
piping. All non-safety related components are supplied
from the two non-safety CCW headers A2 and C2 (refer to S to the ESWS. The CCW HXs are plate type.
Table 9.2.2-1). Therefore, the p C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26 (Ref.

,.211-i), seismic category I, ana are designed in accordance with the requirements of
the ASME Section III, class 3.

9.2.2.2.1.2 CCWP

The CCWP circulates cooling water through the CCW HX and the components cooled by
CCWS.

The pumps are horizontal centrifugal pumps and driven by an ac powered induction
motor.

The pumps are designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26, seismic
category I, and are designed in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Section
III, class 3.

The pumps are designed in consideration of head losses in the cooling water inlet piping
based on full power flow conditions, increased pipe roughness, maximum pressure drop
through the system heat exchangers, and the actual amount of excess margin etc.

The surge tanks are located at a higher elevation than the pumps to ensure sufficient
NPSH margin is available.

9.2.2.2.1.3 CCW Surge Tank

The CCW surge tanks are connected to the suction side of the CCWP. The surge tank
accommodates the thermal expansion and contraction of the cooling water and potential
leakage into or from the CCWS. Makeup water is supplied to the respective surge line.

Tier 2 9.2-18 Revision 3
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The CCW surge tank is designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26,
seismic category I, and is designed to the requirements of the ASME Section III, class 3.

In case of a small leak out of the system, makeup water is supplied as necessary until the
leak is isolated.

The makeup water can be supplied from the following systems:

* Demineralized water system (DWS) which supplies the demineralized water

" Primary makeup water system (PMWS) which supplies the deaerated water and
primary makeup water

* Refueling water storage system (RWS) which supplies the refueling water

Deaerated water is used for initial filling of this system and demineralized water is used
for automatic makeup when the tank water level reaches a low level setpoint.

If necessary, primary makeup water and refueling water may be used during an
emergency. Refueling water storage pit is water source of seismic category I.

Water chemistry control of CCWS is performed by adding chemicals to the CCW surge
tank to prevent long term corrosion that may degrade system performance. The CCW in
the surge tank is covered with nitrogen gas to maintain water chemistry.

In order to provide redundancy for a passive failure (a loss of system integrity resulting in
abnormal leakage), an internal partition plate is provided in the tank so that two separate

Each safety train has both maintained.
supply and return header tie
line isolation valves so that a )acity of 50% is able to receive the amount of inleak from RCP
single failure of one of the Isideration of isolation time. Regarding the makeup water source
safety trains will not impact the ic category I, this makeup water source provides capacity to
other safety trains. akage for seven days. Makeup water supply is performed by an

operator by locally operating the manual valves. A vacuum breaker is installed on the
surge tank to prevent damaging the tank in the event of a sudden decrease in water level.

9.2.2.2.1.4 Piping

Carbon steel is used for the piping of the CCWS. Piping joints and connections are
welded, except where flanged connections are required.

9.2.2.2.1.5 Valves (Supply valves NCS-MOV-02OA/BICID and
... .. . • Return valves NCS-MOV-007A/B/C/D)

* Header tie line isolation valve

The function of this motor operated valve is to separate each subsystem into two
independent trains during abnormal and accident conditions. This ensures each safety
train is isolated from'-oy potential passive failure in the non-safety portion or another
safety train of the This . valve a . .. ... . r- A-Res t

si~as ý /ý
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1 94 .. wator lv.o . 'gnal of a CCW urgo9 ta•k

-EGGS actuat•ion cignl and udrCS, voltag c•i ga

Header isolation meets the single failure criteria by incorporating two header tie line
isolation valves. The hoadcr ico.ati.n v'alve aro designed to Giose withi-n 30 ... nd.

WP9 a -WV 619RalJ, P- r19Aa, 9FSWg EaRu Water w:; i. 164A 194AF ni4. oruur E0 rucu
Supply of the cooling Wator. to the RCP thor-mal barFior. heat oxchangor and the sepot Niel

In addition, header isolation valves are epeed O," supply cooling water to A,
B, Al and A2 trains (or C, D, Cl and C2 trains) by one CCWump during normal
operation. o

Containme t SpraylResidual Heat Removal Heat Exchanger (CSIRHRS HX)
CCW Outlet lve

The CCW which is s In the event of an accident, the header tie line 9 CCW outlet
isolation valve during stE valves are closed by operator action from the MCR valve
automatically opens at c to achieve independence between trains. e train CCW
pump start signal to esta MOV-007A and MOV-020A (or MOV-007B and nger.

MOV-020B) will be closed for Subsystem A.
* RCP Thermal Barri Conversely, MOV-007C and MOV-020C (or

MOV-007D and MOV-020D) will be closed for
Two motor operated valh Subsystem B. The header isolation valves are ial barrier Hx
and close automatically designed to close within 30 seconds, but shall not n the event of
in-leakage from the RC. close so rapidly that water hammer would occur. n-leakage
from further contaminating the CCWS.

* CCW Surge Tank Vent Valve and Relief Valve

The surge tank vent valve opens upon CCW surge tank high pressure and this valve
closes when the radiation monitor level exceeds its set point. The surge tank relief valve
provides surge tank overpressure protection.

* Other Relief Valve

Other relief valves are provided to relieve the pressure buildup caused by potential
thermal expansion when equipment is isolated.

0 Containment Isolation Valve

Containment isolation valves are installed on CCW lines penetrating containment as
described in Subsection 6.2.4.

* Isolation valve between seismic category I portion and non-seismic category I
portion

The CCW system supplies cooling water to components located in the non-seismic
Category I buildings (turbine building and auxiliary building). Each CCW supply line (A2

Tier 2 9.2-20 Revision 3
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9.2.2.5 Instrumentation Requirements

9.2.2.5.1 CCW supply header pressure

CCW header pressure is indicated in the MCR. When the pressure decreases due to the
failure or inadvertent shutdown of the operating pump or valve misalignment, an alarm is
transmitted to the MCR and the standby pump is started.

9.2.2.5.2 CCW radiation monitor

Radiation monitors are located downstream of the supply headers and the signal is
indicated in the MCR. When the signal exceeds the setpoint, an alarm is transmitted and
the CCW surge tank vent valve is closed.

9.2.2.5.3 CCW supply header flow rate

The CCW supply header flow rates are indicated in the MCR.

9.2.2.5.4 CCW surge tank water level

The CCW surge tank water level is indicated in the MCR. If CCWS in-leakage or out-
leakage occurs, a high or low water level alarm is transmitted to the MCR.

A low-low water level signal isolates the components located in the non-seismic category
I buildings. In addition, the i.,olation valves on the header tie We, -aroe c•,ed by a l.w low
wAatorf leveol Signal and the subsystem, Where tho low low water lovol signal is actuatod !
&Odfivdd into tWO ndopndon CrAPn for ah trainR to cupply the rocpectiye loop.

9.2.2.5.5 RCP thermal barrier HX and RCP motor cooling water flow rate

Reactor coolant pump thermal barrier HX and motor cooling water flow rate is indicated in
the MCR. If the flow rate drops to its low flow setpoint, a low flow alarm is transmitted to
the MCR. A high flow alarm, resulting from the in-leakage of reactor coolant to CCWS due
to the reactor coolant pump thermal barrier HX tube leak, is transmitted to the MCR when
the flow rate becomes about 1.5 times as large as the normal flow rate, and the isolation
valves located at cooling water return line are closed.

9.2.2.5.6 CCW surge tank pressure

The CCW surge tank pressure is locally indicated. The surge tank nitrogen cover gas
supply valve and tank vent valve are controlled with open-closed control so that the tank
pressures are maintained within a pre-set range. High and low surge tank pressures are
alarmed in the MCR.

9.2.2.5.7 CCWP discharge and suction pressure

The CCW pump discharge and suction pressures are locally indicated and are used for
CCW pump performance testing.

Tier 2 9.2-26 Revision 3
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19. PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT
AND SEVERE ACCIDENT EVALUATION

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 19.1-119 Key Insights and Assumptions (Sheet 22 of 46)

Key Insights and Assumptions Dispositions
± _______________________

12. In the case of loss of secondary side cooling function by emergency
feedwater system in transient events including turbine trip, load loss
event etc., with emergency feedwater pump flow rate, operators
start to recover main feedwater system in order to maintain
secondary side cooling.

13. In the case of loss of SI injection function entirely in LOCA event,
with SI flow rate and RCS temperature indication, operators provide
secondary side cooling to reduce RCS pressure and temperature by
opening the main steam depressurization valves manually and
supplying water from the emergency feedwater system in order to
enable low pressure injection with containment spray system /
residual heat removal system.

14. In the case of loss of containment spray system function, alternate
containment cooling operation is implemented utilizing CV natural
recirculation in order to remove heat from CV. This preparation
contains CCW pressurization with N2 gas, disconnection heat load
of non-safety chiller and CRDM etc. and connection to containment
fan cooler units. This operation is implemented when the
containment pressure reaches the design pressure.

15. In the case of leakage of the RWSP water from HHIS piping,
CSS/RHRS piping or refueling water storage system piping, with
drain sump water level - abnormally high, operators close the
RWSP suction isolation valves respectively in order to prevent
leakage of RWSP water from failed piping.

16. When the containment isolation signal fail to automatically actuate,
with CV pressure abnormally high signal, operators manually
actuate the containment isolation signal in order to remove heat from
the containment vessel.

17. WhAn. the CCW heador tie Wen * 1_.;,I-,t_ Va•l,: 1 ,,il to z ,ut ,.e.icll,,

19.2.5
COL 19.3(6)
COL 13.5(6)

19.2.5
COL 19.3(6)
COL 13.5(6)

19.2.5
COL 19.3(6)
COL 13.5(6)

19.2.5
COL 19.3(6)
COL 13.5(6)

19.2.5
COL 19.3(6)
COL 13.5(6)

I

deco with speifil ,ig••ls which c -ntin E -GGS -,t-atiR- signal p1uI
under .. ltagI .ignal, o....II..nt cpIa-- Lignal, and curg. taR n elye GOL 434(64
19iW Ug1@Ra, Jp8UJL9rL manrluly 61969- tncw638 Vz-iR.Aoc Rn oruor W
copcirato CQU hozadgw.

18. RCS is depressurized through operating the depressurization valve
after onset of core damage and before reactor vessel breach. This
operation prevents events due to high pressure melt ejection.

19. Operation of firewater injection to reactor cavity is implemented to
flood reactor cavity in case of containment spray system failure, after
onset of core damage and before reactor vessel breach.

19.2.5
COL 19.3(6)
COL 13.5(5)

19.2.5
COL 19.3(6)
COL 13.5(6) I
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

712912011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 411312010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-49
Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-25

Based on the staffs review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-25, the following items should be
addressed related to Question 2 in the original RAI:

* Table 3.9-14, "Valve Inservice Test Requirements," should be modified to address the safety-
related mission and the leak rate testing for 14 valves that automatically close on a sensed low-
low surge tank level to preserve the function of the CCWS after a seismic event that breaches the
non-safety piping system.

* Where specific leakage criteria are not identified, the staff noted that the application of criteria
from ASME OM Code, subparagraph ISTC-3630(e) could result in leakage as high as 18.9 liters
per minute (5 gpm) for each closed valve (0.5 x diameter gal/min or 5 gpm for 10" diameter or
larger). Since leakage testing is not required, the applicant should provide a detailed description
of emergency makeup flow rate capacity to the surge tanks.

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref: UAP-HF-09333; dated
June 19, 2009; ML091760624.

ANSWER:

First Bullet: The isolation valve configuration that was the basis of the response to Question 09.02.02-25
has been changed. There are now four valves that automatically close on a sensed low-low surge tank
level; specifically, isolation valves NCS-AOV-057A/B and 058A/B, which are located at the boundary with
the non-safety piping. Table 3.9-14, "Valve Inservice Test Requirements," will be revised to include these
AOVs and address the safety-related mission of these valves as "maintain close" and "transfer close".
The design of these valves will specify a low leak rate and associated testing requirement. The IST
requirements of the valves will be reflected in Table 3.9-14. Component classification of the valves will be
reflected in the Table 3.2-2. The revision to Figure 9.2.2-1 provided in the response to Q9.2.2-69 reflects
the revised isolation configuration. Corresponding Tier 1 tables and figures will be revised to be
consistent with the Tier 2 information.

As indicated in the response to Question 09.02.02-48, the header tie line isolation valves (NCS-MOV-007
A/B/C/D and 020A/B/C/D) will no longer be closed on surge tank low-low water level. However, isolation
of non-safety piping has been modified in response to other questions. The attached Table 9.2.2-49-1

9.2.2.49-1



provides the valves that will be used to isolate non-safety piping after a seismic event. DCD Tier 2 Table
3.9-14 will be modified to include all of the valves in the attached Table 9.2.2-49-1.

Second Bullet:
Based on criteria from MSS-SP-61-1999 (Manufacturers Standardization Society SP-61-1999, "Pressure
Testing of Steel Valves", projected seat potential leakage rates through valves that isolate the safety from
non-safety piping are provided in the attached Table 9.2.2-49-1. Each leakage pathway from the safety
to non-safety piping has double-barrier isolation.

0 12-inch NCS-AOV-057A and 058A, in series, which isolate the A2 CCWS supply header to
the non-safety piping,

0 12 inch check NCS-VLV-036A and 037A, in series, which isolate the A2 CCWS return header
from the non-safety piping,

a 10-inch NCS-AOV-057B and 058B, in series, which isolate the C2 CCWS supply header to
the non-safety piping,

0 10- inch check NCS-VLV-036B and 037B, in series, which isolate the C2 CCWS return
header from the non-safety piping,

0 3-inch valves NCS-MOV-321A and 322A, in series, which isolate the Al CCWS supply header
from the FSS,

0 3-inch valves NCS-MOV-324A and 325A, in series, which isolate the Al CCWS return header
from the FSS,

a 3-inch valves NCS-MOV-321B and 322B, in series, which isolate the C1 CCWS supply
header from the FSS,

* 3-inch valves NCS-MOV-324B and 325B, in series, which isolate the C1 CCWS return header
from the FSS,

0 3-inch valves NCS-MOV-323A and 322A, in series, which isolate the Al CCWS supply header
from the Non-Essential Chilled Water System,

a 3-inch valves NCS-MOV-324A and 326A, in series, which isolate the Al CCWS return header
from the Non-Essential Chilled Water System,

* 3-inch valves NCS-MOV-323B and 322B, in series, which isolate the C1 CCWS supply
header from the Non-Essential Chilled Water System,

* 3-inch valves NCS-MOV-324B and 326B, in series, which isolate the C1 CCWS return header
from the Non-Essential Chilled Water System,

* 10-inch valves NCS-MOV-241 (into Chilled Water System)
* 10-inch valves NCS-MOV-242 (into Chilled Water System)

The design flow rate of surge tank make-up water is 75 gpm, which is more than adequate to compensate
for the worst case seat leakage, which assumes simultaneous leakage of all leakage pathways at the
boundary with the non-seismic category piping. Such a condition would result in total seat leak rate of
less than 0.002 gpm for each CCWS subsystem, or potential total leakage through each CCWS
subsystem (two trains) over a 7-day period of less than 25 gallons as shown in the attached Table 9.2.2-
49-1. Packing leakage is assumed to be small in comparison to potential seat leakage because of the
valve design. Pump seal leakage per the design specification of 3 cc/hr/seal (two seals per pump) results
in a leakage rate of 5.3 x10,5 gpm. A value of 50 gallons per CCWS subsystem (two trains) over a 7-day
period is conservatively used to account for boundary seat leakage, packing leakage and pump seal
leakage. Using this value, makeup to the CCWS surge tank is not required for at least 7 days after a
seismic event. Note that the DCD will also be modified to indicate that the makeup rate is also sufficient
to compensate for a potential CCWS seal failure.

A Technical Specification will be added to assure that an adequate CCWS surge tank water volume is
available at the start of a postulated accident so that makeup is not required for at least 7 days. The
Technical Specification value is conservatively determined by considering the surge tank water volume
between the low-low level setpoint and the instrument zero level; the volume in this region exceeds 800
gallons. Based on this volume, the Technical Specification will conservatively apply a surveillance
requirement of three gallons per hour during the operating cycle; such a leak rate would be detectable,
but would not result in the need for tank makeup for at least 7 days. The instrument zero level is above

9.2.2.49-2



the pump suction nozzle elevation used for CCWS pump NPSH calculations; the low-low level setpoint is
below the normal operating level of the surge tank. The Technical Specification will also include a 24
month requirement to leak test CCWS isolation boundaries that cannot be tested at power. See the
response to Question 9.2.2-57 for information on surge tank level monitoring.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.3.2 will be modified to provide the makeup capacity and the total potential
leakage over a 7-day period. DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.3 will be modified to provide the CCWS
available surge tank compartment water volume remaining after the low-low level setpoint is reached.
This volume significantly exceeds the potential CCWS surge tank compartment leakage over a 7-day
period after a seismic event. Further, because the CCWS pump NPSH calculations are conservatively
based on a CCWS surge tank level at the piping connection, adequate NPSH is assured. Thus, DCD
Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.3.2 will be modified to indicate that the CCWS surge tanks have adequate
capacity to accommodate potential leakage after a seismic event without degradation of system function.

As indicated in DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.5.1, seismic design requirements are applied to portions of the
system located in areas containing equipment required for safe-shutdown following a safe-shutdown
earthquake (SSE). These requirements will apply to the FSS connection used for CCWS surge tank
makeup.

Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 1 will be revised as follows:

* Subsection 2.7.3.3.1 to add Design Commitment of 7 days without surge tank makeup
* Table 2.7.3.3-1: reflect revised valve isolation component location.
" Table 2.7.3.3-3: reflect revised piping characteristics.
* Table 2.7.3.3-5: add Design Commitment of 7 days without surge tank makeup
" Figure 2.7.3.3-1: reflect revised valve isolation configuration for non-safety piping.
* Figure 2.7.3.3-1: reflect revised surge tank design.

DCD Tier 2 Table 3.2-2 will be revised as follows:

* Update to reflect revised valve isolation configuration for non-safety piping.

DCD Tier 2 Table 3.9-14 will be revised as follows:

* "Valve/ Actuator Type", "Inservice Testing Type and Frequency" and "IST Notes" will be updated to
reflect valves used to isolate safety-related piping from other parts of the system. Update to Table
3.9-14 for the "300" series valves as well as NCS-MOV-241, NCS-MOV-242, has been provided
via the response to RAI 697-5502 (Q9.2.2-80), submitted to the NRC 12 May 2011 via UAP-HF-
11133. This RAI response includes the DCD markup for NCS-VLV-036A/B, NCS-VLV-037A/B,
NCS-AOV-057A/B and NCS-AOV-058A1B.

* Modify IST requirements for header tie line isolation valves (NCS-MOV-007 AIB/C/D and
020A/B/C/D)

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.3.2 will be revised as follows:

* Reflect elimination of header tie line isolation valve on low-low surge tank level
* Reflect that makeup capacity exceeds potential leak rate from all valves used to isolate non-

safety piping
* Reflect that makeup capacity exceeds potential leak rate from CCWS seal failure
" Reflect that surge tank makeup is not required for at least 7-days
* Add statement regarding potential pump seal leakage
* Add statement that the CCWS surge tanks have adequate capacity to accommodate potential

9.2.2.49-3



leakage after a seismic event without degradation of system function.
* Delete reference to RWSP as potential source for surge tank makeup.
* Add reference to FSS as potential source for surge tank makeup.
* Add discussion supporting Technical Specification leak rate.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.3 will be revised as follows:

• Address CCWS tank capacity with respect to 7-day leakage.
• Modify description for consistency with surge tank design change

DCD Tier 2 Chapter 16, Technical Specification 3.7.7 will be revised as follows:

* Add Surveillance Requirement and associated Bases to verify system leakage.

Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
There is no impact on the PRA.

9.2.2.49-4



Table 9.2.2-49-1 Leakage Rates through Valves Isolating CCWS Seismic I from Non-seismic Piping

Leakage

Size Potential leakage path through Valve gaa gallon
redundant valves in series type m l/h/inch galngpm =ay pe days pr g

E Subsystem) per hour per day per? days days

3B NCS-MOV-321A NCS-MOV-322A gate 1. 4-04
(supply)________

3B
(Return) NCS-MOV-324A NCS-MOV-325A gate 1.4E-04

Al header
31B NCS-MOV-323A NCS-MOV-322A gate 1.4E-04

(supply) 1_2.45_1.14_73.4
Train A and B 1.77E-03 1. 1E-Ol 2.45 17.14 73.44

3B NCS-MOV-324A NCS-MOV-326A gate I. 4E-04
r(Return)

1 2B(Supply) NCS-AOV-057A NCS-AOV-058A butterfly 5.4E-04
A2 header (upy

12Br NCS-VILV-036A NCS-VLV-037A check 5.4E-04
(Return)

3B NCS-MOV-321B NCS-MOV-322B gate 1.4E-04
(supply) 10.0 4.5E-05

3B NCS-MOV-324B NCS-MOV-325B gate 1.4E-04
(Return)

3B NCS-MOV-323B NCS-MOV-322B gate 1.A4-04

C1 header
3B NCS-MOV-324B NCS-MOV-326B gate 1.4E-04

Train C and O) 2.44E-03 1. 5E-01 3.46 24.20 103.68
1013(supply) NCS-MOV-241 co2) gate 4.5E-04

10B

(Return) NCS-MOV-242 (Note2) gate 4.5F-04

1013 NCS-AOV-057B NCS-AOV-058B butterfly 4.5E-04

C2 header Spl)____________
1013er NCS-VI V-03613 NCS-VLV-037B check 4.5E7-04

Note 1: Leak rate based on Subsection 5.7.1 of Manufacturers Standardization Society (MSS) SP-61-1999, 'Pressure Testing of Steel Valves', 1999.

Note 2: NCS-MOV-241 and 242 are locked closed.
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3.a Pressure boundary welds in ASME Code Section III components, identified in Table
2.7.3.3-2, meet ASME Code Section III requirements for non-destructive
examination of welds.

3.b Pressure boundary welds in ASME Code Section III piping, identified in Table
2.7.3.3-3, meet ASME Code Section III requirements for non-destructive
examination of welds.

4.a The ASME Code Section III components, identified in Table 2.7.3.3-2, retain their
pressure boundary integrity at their design pressure.

4.b The ASME Code Section III piping, identified in Table 2.7.3.3-3, retains its pressure
boundary integrity at its design pressure.

5.a The seismic Category I equipment identified in Table 2.7.3.3-2 can withstand
seismic design basis loads without loss of safety function.

5.b The seismic Category I piping, including supports, identified in Table 2.7.3.3-3 can
withstand seismic design basis loads without a loss of its safety function.

6.a The Class 1 E equipment identified in Table 2.7.3.3-2 as being qualified for a harsh
environment can withstand the environmental conditions that would exist before,
during, and following a design basis accident without loss of safety function for the
time required to perform the safety function.

6.b Class 1E equipment identified in Table 2.7.3.3-2 is powered from its respective
Class 1E division.

6.c Separation is provided between redundant divisions of CCWS Class 1 E cables, and
between Class 1 E cables and non-Class 1 E cables.

7. The CCWS removes heat from various components during all plant operating
conditions, including normal plant operating, ,mal ,'d arede~t eerd~tier,.

8.a Controls are provided in the MCR to open a d close the remotely operated valves
identified in Table 2.7.3.3-2.

8.b The valves identified in Table 2.7.3.3-2 a having PSMS control perform an active
safety function after receiving a signal fr m PSMS.

9.a The remotely operated valves and ch ck valves, identified in Table 2.7.3.3-2,
perform an active safety function to ...- , nositr abnormal, and accident

conditions for at least 7 days
9.b After loss of motive power, the remotely operated valves, without surge tank makeup.

2, assume the indicated loss of motive power position.

1O.a Controls are provided in the MCR to start and stop the CCW pumps identified in
Table 2.7.3.3-4.

Tier I 
2.7-103 

Revision 3

Tier 1 2.7-103 Revision 3
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MOV-00 •B-CCW HX

B-SAFETY
INJECTION '

A V ...........

-- - MOV-145B

A-D SGBD
SAMPLE

--COOLER__-

,_WATERHX_•

I-- ---------..

ITURBINE I

r- ... .. . .. . .. -'1.

• RELATED
!:COMPONENTSI

MOV- IAUXILIARY i

VLV-V439A

OUTSIDE THE MOV-438A

INSIDE THE
CONTAINMENT Iq ('

MOV-402A

. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .
1--i

;fLETDOWN HX

rMOV-517

-X-Aý --- ý.--ka5 - - - ,.
FCV- FCV- - - - - - - - - - -
129B 129A ý-Fý(5ý W------------

1.,) System Code is omnitted from
valve numbers in this figure, i.e.,

-.-.--.-..-..-... MOV-446A . . . . . .

B-RCPF - 4 2.) The top of the partition plate is
FC -FC - ---------. above the high water level setpoint.

- -. . . . .-I MOV-4468

Figure 2.7.3.3-1 Component Cooling Water System (Sheet 1 of 2)
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•cV.- s v- -..
Vawum Breker a -RBsm ak

E? ----------

B-CCW SURGE TANK (•2) 3N

3N
MOV- MOV-

07V- VLV- V0V-
OW7B 036B 0348

C-CCW PUMP
VLV-

016C

C-CCW HX 020C

3
'C-CCW PUMP'

C-SAFETY
- INJECTION

. PUMP

, C-CS/RHR '
PUMP

MOV-145C - - --- - ------

MOV-325B -321 B

M MOV-326 MOV-323B

3N 3k2ARGIN

MOV-318 I PUMP I VLV-3068-- ~B-SFP HX ------

---------

MOV'ýý - - - MOV

3 NCrV ATMOSPHERE
V I GAS SAMPLE

PMO-24B COOLER-
VLV-231B'

MOV 2338

Connected to 'B" MOV-

on sheet 1 Connected to "A"

on sheet 1

MOV-401B

MOV-4028

SVLV-437B

-C-RCP VLVV-
FCV- FCV- - ----.-.-.-- -
1318 131Aý ----.- R----

- - -I- - ------ MOV-448C

vLv-
-- 4 D-RCP
FCV- FCV- - -- v--- ----
1328 132A I.--...- D-RCPMfOL--

I ---- IMOV-4480

I D-CCW PUMP
MOV-

0220 D-CCW HX

3
D-COW PUMP =

D-SAFETY
INJECTION

I PUMP

,"457 PUCM/RH #XL .....

AOV- .D-CS/RHR
058 .----------- MOV-145D

VLV-

OUTSIDE THE E-,
CONTAINMENT MOV-4388-. -. . ... _... .. . . _.... .

INSIDE THE
CONTAINMENT

1-I

17 - -- - --... 1

'AIR SYSTEM 1

TURBINEL.. BU!LD!NG ... -i

MOV-

Note&.
1.) System Code is omitted from
valve numbers in this figure, i.e.,bilo-###-+++

2.) The top of the partition plate is
above the high water level setpoint.

MOV-537

Figure 2.7.3.3-1 Component Cooling Water System (Sheet 2 of 2)
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Table 2.7.3.3-1 Component Cooling Water System Location of Equipment and
Piping (Sheet 1 of 2)

System and Components Location
Component cooling water heat exchangers Reactor Building
Component cooling water pumps Reactor Building
Component cooling water surge tank Reactor Building

Component cooling water supply, return lines piping and valves excluding the
following;

Component cooling water system containment isolation valves and piping
between the valve AOV' 0 5 8  F-INC LV- Reactor Building

Component cooling water supply, re n lines*ping and valves between
and excluding the valves NCS-MLV-03A and 034A

Component cooling water supply, return lines piping and valves excluding the
following;

Component cooling water system containment isolation valves and piping
between the vI V -I Reactor Building

IAOV-058- pN CS-\//LVj eco Bidn
Component cooling water suppl eturn lines,ý* ing and valves between
and excluding the valves NCS- B and 034B

Component cooling water supply, return lines piping and valves between and
excluding the valves NCS- A and 034A excluding the following;

Component cooling water syst Coo inment isolation valves and piping excluding
between the Il lf

'AOV-058 VV NCS-VLV- 669 Reactor BuildingComponent cooling water system piping and valves between and

taod eCALV-7A-I669B
Component cooling water system pi g and valves relateen and

vavs tthe valve NO.-AV-601 and NCS-VLV-Ratrul
Component cooling water supply, return lines piping and valves between
excluding the valves N mCSB andt 34B, excluding the following;

Component cooling wat •'ystem con(iknment isolation valves and pjf@•fk•

betweeTO- OV5.058 V_ k-- NCSVLV_ F6 Reactor Building
,,Compont coing water syste png and valves be~en~ nd

4w'd•p the valve NCS• and NCS-VLV-6-7--1B

Component cooling water system piping and valves related to the excess Containmentletdown heat exchanger inside containment between and including the Reactor Building
valves NCS-MOV-511,517, SRV-513
Component cooling water system piping and valves related to the letdownCotimn
heat exchanger inside containment between and including the valves NCS- Reactor Building
MOV-531,537, SRV-533
Component cooling water system piping and valves between and including Containment
the containment isolation valves NCS-MOV-
402A,436A,438A,445A,447A,448A and NCS-VLV-403A,437A Reactor Building

VLV,
lexcluding: --

lexcluding

Tier I 
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Table 2.7.3.3-1 Component Cooling Water System Location of Equipment and
Piping (Sheet 2 of 2)

System and Components Location
Component cooling water piping and valves between and including the Containment
t containment isolation valves NCS-MOV-402B,436B,438B,445B 447BB448B (ecldig anuCn inm
NCSLV-4 3B,437B (excluding)
Component cooli ng catar--yctm iping and valves related to components Auxiliary.........
installed in ntB from and excludi valve NCS A.V f-.0 up to and includr iungdingt" v-avxecdi stop valve N CS-VLV-651 _ ieaor i__u__ng
Component co-" is ea. cystem piping and valvesreae ocompond n 'lVLV60 Buinstalled in I/1B from and excuQ RAAA valves Nt.;-A.......A,B up to Reco Building ,..=_
and excluding stop valves NCS-VLV-669A,B B. L.._ _____________u,,uComponent cooling water system piping and valves related to reactlud icoolant pumps between
the containment isolation valves NCS-MOV-436A,447A (excluding) and Containment
NCS-VLV-403A,437A (excluding)

and the valves NCS-SRV-406A,B,435A (including)
Component cooling water system piping and valves related to reactor
coolant pumps between
the containment isolation valves NCS-MOV-436B,447B (excluding) and Containment
NCS-VLV-403B,437B (excluding)
and the valves NCS-SRV-406C,D,435B (including)

tho "'a"'^s N,,-, \l, 604 A:•t d 6X 9•"4A D. . ..

Component cooling water surge tank surge line piping Reactor Building

Tier I 
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Table 2.7.3.3-3 Component Cooling Water System Piping Characteristics
(Sheet 1 of 2)

ASME Code Seismic
Pipe Line Name Section III Class Category I

Component cooling water supply, return lines piping and valves
excluding the following;

Component cooling water system containment isolation valves
and piping between th 0 - h-NCS-VLV-3 Yes

IAOV-058I- NCS1 LVComponent cooling water supply, return es piping ar!alves
between and excluding the valves NCS- A and 034A

Component cooling water supply, return lines piping and valves
excluding the following;

Component cooling water system containment isolation valves
and piping between the valves N ..q_\//\/_3 YesIAOV-058 FN •... .

Component cooling watel .pp.y... - lini piping a alves
between and excluding the valves NCS aB and 034B

Component cooling water supply, return lines piping and valves
between and excluding the valves NCS-Vt-V-- 3A and A,
excluding the following; [O- 5 8LI_ NCS-VLV-

Component cooling %-.-.. - -ntainment isolation va ves
and piping between the valves

No
amRpGnant cooling Wator system piping and ':aluoc botwoon

and inc"lding the "al"o .CS .A.0V 661,.A. aRd NCS VLV 67I.A.

ComRpcncnt 89eling Wator system piping and Yealves bot'.veeon
and including tho -ohMc NCS Ag.Q- C60-1- anRd NICS- VL0. 653 _______

Component cooling water supply, return lines piping and valves
between and excluding the valves NCS B and 4B1 ..... L.-
excluding the following; JAso-lo Nvlv -VLV-e

Component cooling ent isolation valves No
and piping between the valves

Componont cooling9 Wator cyctomR PIPIg and Yalvoc botwoonp
and inoluding tho Ya~e-NCS A.QY 66 16- anRd ANGS LV1. 67-14

Component cooling water system piping and valves related to the
excess letdown heat exchanger inside containment between and 2 Yes
including the valves NCS-MOV-511,517, SRV-513
Component cooling water system piping and valves related to the
letdown heat exchanger inside containment between and including 2 Yes
the valves NCS-MOV-531,537, SRV-533
Component cooling water system piping and valves between and
including the containment isolation valves NCS-MOV- 2 Yes
402A,436A,438A,445A,447A,448A and NCS-VLV-403A,437A

Tier 1 2.7-115 Revision 3
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Table 2.7.3.3-3 Component Cooling Water System Piping Characteristics
(Sheet 2 of 2)

ASME Code Seismic
Pipe Line Name Section III Class Category I

Component cooling water piping and valves between and including
the containment isolation valves NCS-MOV- 2 Yes
402B,436B,438B,445B,447B,448B and NCS-VLV-403B,437B
Component cooling water cyctem piping and valves rFlated to
tcompntenc isncallodtin vaIle frm -nd MOV-4Adig ilati (aludog Ne
nd NC-V 6-02 up to and excluding step valv6
ComRponont G9oling Watcr cyct9am piping and Yalvoc rolatod tc
componontc. installod in T48 fromR and eXc!Uding icolation ValY oe
NdtS A lV 662N - 4 up to and ,4ludi5g stAp valudi NGS VLV

Component cooling water system piping and valves related to
reactor coolant pumps between
the containment isolation valves NCS-MOV-436A,447A (excluding) 3 Yes
and NCS-VLV-403A,437A (excluding)
and the valves NCS-SRV-406A,B,435A (including)
Component cooling water system piping and valves related to
reactor coolant pumps between
the containment isolation valves NCS-MOV-436B,447B (excluding) 3 Yes
and NCS-VLV-403B,437B (excluding)
and the valves NCS-SRV-406C,D,435B (including)

ComRpanant cooling wator cyctamR piping and Yal;vac botwoon an-;d-
i ncludinig the valyeoc NCGS A.QA4 601 and 60Q2
GCamponcnt coaling Watcr cyctomR piping and vaksac bctwccn and
inceluding the *a'c C LV61an 5
Q9omponcnt cooling wao cca ppn and Yalvoc batwoon And
inceluding the o vlycc NCS2 AQA4 661A,6 and 662Arg*9
Comfponont 6ooling Wator cyctomR PiPing and 4.13A.98:1 botBAccA ;and
inceluding the ya-ko:ac NCSG VLY 669A,13 and 67-4A79 __________________

Component cooling water surge tank surge line piping 3 Yes

NOTE:
Dash (-) indicates not applicable

Tier I 
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Table 2.7.3.3-5 Component Cooling Water System Inspections, Tests, Analyses,
and Acceptance Criteria (Sheet 5 of 8)

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

6.a.ii Inspection will be 6.a.ii The as-built Class 1 E
performed of the as-built equipment and the
Class 1E equipment associated wiring, cables,
identified in Table 2.7.3.3-2 and terminations identified
as being qualified for a in Table 2.7.3.3-2 as being
harsh environment and the qualified for a harsh
associated wiring, cables, environment are bounded
and terminations located in by type tests or a
a harsh environment, combination of type tests

and analyses.

6.b Class 1 E equipment, 6.b A test will be performed on 6.b The simulated test signal
identified in Table 2.7.3.3- each division of the as-built exists at the as-built Class
2, is powered from its Class 1 E equipment 1 E equipment identified in
respective Class 1 E identified in Table 2.7.3.3-2 Table 2.7.3.3-2 under test.
division, by providing a simulated

test signal only in the Class
1 E division under test.

6.c Separation is provided 6.c Inspections of the as-built 6.c Physical separation or
between redundant Class 1 E divisional cables electrical isolation is
divisions of CCWS Class will be performed. provided in accordance
1 E cables, and between with RG 1.75, between the
Class 1E cables and non- as-built cables of redundant
Class 1E cables. Class 1E divisions and

between Class 1 E cables
and non-Class 1 E cables.

7. The CCWS removes heat 7.i An analysis will be 7.i A report exists and
from various components performed that determines concludes that the product
during all plant operating the heat removal capability of the overall heat transfer
conditions, including of the CCW heat coefficient and the effective
normal plant operating, exchangers. heat exchange area, UA, of
abnorm==a, and RocidCnt each CCW heat exchanger
sewditiens,. identified in Table 2.7.3.3-2

is greater than or equal to
10.0 x 106 Btu/hr-*F.

7.ii Tests will be performed to 7.ii Each as-built CCW pump
confirm that the as-built identified in Table 2.7.3.3-2
CCW pumps can provide is capable of achieving its
flow to the CCW heat design flow rate of 11,000

abnormal, and exchangers. gpm to each CCW heat
accident conditions exchanger in the same

for at least 7 days division.

without surge tank 7.iii Inspections will be 7.iii The as-built CCW surge
makeup. performed to confirm the tank volume is greater than

as-built CCW surge tank or equal to the design
volume, volume of 283 ft 3.

Tier I 
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3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS,
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 21 of 56)
10 CFR 50 Codes

System and Equipment Location Quality Appendix B and Seismic Notes

Components Class Group (Reference Standards(3) Category(4)
3.2-8)

9. Containment Spray System (CSS)

Spray nozzles 2 PCCV B YES 2 1

Containment spray system piping and 2 PCCV B YES 2 I
valves RIB

10. Post Accident pH Control
NaTem s2

NaTB baskets 2 PCCV B YES 5 I

NaTB basket containers 2 PCCV B YES 2 1

NaTB solution transfer piping 2 PCCV B YES 2

•11. Component Cooling Water
system (CCWS)

Component cooling water pumps 3 RIB C YES 3 1

Component cooling water surge tanks 3 RIB C YES 3 I

Component cooling water heat
exchangers

3 R/B C YES 3

-I- 4 1 4--
Component cooling water supply/ return
headers A, B ,A1 and A2 piping and
valves excluding the following;

Component cooling water system
containment isolation valves and

piping between these valves(1 )
Component cooling water supply/
return header A2 piping, in between
but excluding the valves NCS- VW-

3 R/B C YES 3 1. Component cooling
water system
containment isolation
valves and piping
between these valves
are Equipment Class 2,
Quality Group B,
Seismic Category 1.

2. Valves NCS-4-V--A
and NCS-VLV-034A are
Equipment Class 3,
Quality Group C. ii4. ___________ L L ________ a ____________ a ____________ a ____________ a

Tier 2 3.2-37 Revision 3
Tier 2 3.2-37 Revision 3
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COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 22 of 56)

10 CFR 50 CodesQaiyAppendix B andiNote
System and Equipment Location Gu pand (Re cNotes
Components Class Group (Reference3.2-8) Standards(3) Category(4 )

Component cooling water supply/ return 3 RIB
headers C, D, Cl and C2 piping and
valves excluding the following;

Component cooling water system NCS-VLV-
containment isolation valves and

A V •-05V ing between these valves(3 )

I V ...- v mponent cooling water suppJyk,-'
return header C2 pipin r etween NCS-VLV-
A but excluding th es NCS)VV

-' Ban •,(4)

Component cooling water suppy l 4 R/B
header A2 piping and t aetween

d exclud aves bte the

v3AandO3lve NCI1 S

A (excluding the valves),
excluding the following;

Component cooling water systemVI-1 containment isolation valves and exldn

piping between these valves(5)l

_opnnt cooling water system

- Component cooling water system

piping and valves between these
669 valves NCS 01 and NCS-

6653,.c!'.;•.•~ valves)W

C YES 3 3. Component cooling
water system
containment isolation
valves and piping
between these valves
are Equipment Class 2,
Quality Group B, ,
Seismic Category 1,/

4. Valves NCS-V--2B
and NCS-VLV-034B are
Equipment Class 3,
Quality Group C.

58

rAOV-058

I- t I I 1
D N/A 4 11 5. Component cooling

water system
containment isolation
valves and piping
between these valves
are Equipment Class 2,
Quality Group B,
Seismic Category 1.

6. Val-c ANCS AQ^•Y l A

Saeimi;s GCatogo ,,

7. Valuoc NCGS AO

653 Wro Equipment
Glass 3, Quality Grou:p
3, Soirsmic Catogory 1.

lexcluding

Tier 2 3.2-38 Revision 3
Tier 2 3.2-38 Revision 3
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COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 23 of 56)

at NCS-VLV-
System ancd
Components

Com #ponent cooling water supply/return
header bC2 pipi tn valves between

1and excluB 'hevalves NCS--V
t (excluding the valves),

excluding the following;
Component cooling water system

vrL -7 containment isolation valves and

piping between these valves(8)

Component cooling water system piping
d alves between these valves Nf--

661 B and NCS-VLV-6e-7-1f-B
I ftwwI n the valves) Ae'

I I I I

Equipment
Class

Location Quality
Group

10 CFR 50
Appendix B
(Reference

3.2-8)

Codes
and

Standards(3)

Seismic
Category(

4) Notes

_________________ ____________________________ ___________________________ ____________________________ :1
4 R/B D N/A 4 11 8, Component cooling

water system
containment isolation
valves and piping
between these valves
are Equipment Class 2,
Quality Group B,
Seismic Category I.

9. Val"c ,CS A.V 66
and CS VV 6163 aro

Egquipment Clace 3,
Soicm~ic CategOr;L

excluding

•Component cooling water system piping
and valves related to the excess
Itdown heat exchanger inside
Jntainment between and including the

valves NCS-MOV-511,517, SRV-513

2 PCCV,
R1B

B YES 2

Component cooling water system piping 2 PCCV B YES 2
and valves related to the letdown heat R/B
exchanger inside containment between
and including the valves NCS-MOV-
531,537, SRV-533

Component cooling water system piping 2 PCCV B YES 2
and valves between and including the RIB
containment isolation valves NCS-MOV-
402A,436A,438A,445A,447A,448A and
NCS-VLV-403A,437A

Component cooling water piping and 2 PCCV B YES 2
valves between and including the R/B
containment isolation valves NCS-MOV-
402B,436B,438B,445B,447B,448B and
NCS-VLV-403B,437B

Tier 2 3.2-39 Revision 3
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COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

IstopI

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 24 of 56)
10 CFR 50 Codes

System and Equipment Location Quality Appendix B and Seismic Notes
Components Class Group (Reference Standards(') Category(4)

3.2-8)

Component cooling water system piping 4 A/B D N/A 4 NS
and valves related to components RIB
in- * auxiliary building from and

excludi g s valve NCS-_QLV_01
up to and excluding stop valve NCS- VLV601
VLV-651

Component cooling water system piping 4 T/B D N/A 4 NS
and valves related to components R/B
insta u•rbine building from and
excluding valves NCS-AQV-
662A,B up to and excluding stop va s
NCS-VLV-669A,B

Component cooling water system piping 3 PCCV C YES 3
and valves related to reactor coolant
pumps between
the containment isolation valves NCS-
MOV-436A,447A (excluding) and NCS- VLV-661
VLV-403A,437A (excluding)
and the valves NCS-SRV-406A,B,435A
(including)

Component cooling water system piping 3 PCCV C YES 3
and valves related to reactor coolant
pumps between
the containment isolation valves NCS-
MOV-436B,447B (excluding) and NCS-
VLV-403B,437B (excluding)
and the valves NCS-SRV-406C,D,435B
(including)

COmpono1nt cooling .Wat systom pipin . G -E-a I
and- .locO, beot'oo, and inluding the
Yalkes NGCR AC.'Q 6-01 .AnAd 602

Tier 2 3.2-40 Revision 3
Tier 2 3.2-40 Revision 3
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COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 25 of 56)

10 CFR 50 Codes
System and Equipment Location Quality Appendix B and Seismic Notes
Components Class Group (Reference Standards(3) Category(4)

3.2-8)

Componont cooling Wator Syctefm piping 4
and valvoc bc,-t:tcn and including the
V.aoc NIS V, V 651 n 66a3

Component cooling water system piping B 4

tand toc aondo inding the inludiNgS-
012,ocNCS VLV5 66A,13 an d 662A,13

Component cooling water system Piping 3 R/B C YES 3
from component cooling water surge
tank to and including the valve(NCS-
SRV-003A,NCS-RCV-056A,NCS-PCV-
012,NCS-VLV-045A,NCS-VLV-047A)

Component cooling water system Piping 3 R/B C YES 3 1
from component cooling water surge
tank to and including the valve(NCS-
SRV-003BNCS-RCV-056B,NCS-PCV-
022,NCS-VLV-045B,NCS-VLV-047B)

Component cooling water surge tank 3 R/B C YES 31
surge line piping

Makeup line piping and valves from and 4 R/B D N/A 4
including the valves NCS-VLV-051A,B
and 054A,B up to and excluding the
valves NCS-LCV-01 0,020

Makeup line piping and valves from and 4 R/B D N/A 4 1
including the valves NCS-VLV-061A,B
up to and excluding the valves NCS-
VLV-062A,B

Tier 2 3.2-41 Revision 3
Tier 2 3.2-41 Revision 3



3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS,
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.9-14 Valve Inservice Test Requirements (Sheet 58 of 112)

Valve Tag De ti Valve/ Actuator Safety-Related Safety ASME IST Inservice Testing 1ST Notes
Number escripton Type Missions Functions(2) Category Type and Frequency

CSS-VLV- Containment Check Maintain Close Active AC Check Exercise
005C spray header Transfer Open Containment /Refueling Outage

containment Transfer Close Isolation
isolation

CSS-VLV-
005D

Containment
spray header
containment
isolation

Check Maintain Close
Transfer Open
Tr Safety Seat

Leakage

Active
Containment
Isolation

AC Check Exercise
/Refueling Outag e

Train separation 
portion

Isolation Leak Test

NCS-MOV-
007A

Train return
header
separation

Remote MO Gate Maintain Close Active
Transfer Close emote Position
Transfer Open
Maitain Open RefuelingOuSafety Seat efeigOte -

Leakage I•

Remote Position 7
Indication, Exerci

Ex rcise Full Stroke/
CO. bld Sh st dIWn lTrain sepa
Operability Test isolation L

I
ration portion
eak Test

_ I I I II I j
NCS-MOV-
007B

Train return
header
separation

Remote MO Gate Maintain Close
Transfer Close
Transfer Open
Maintain Onen

Active L 4

_Semote Position

Refueling OutageE]-.

Remote Position 7
In~dication, Exerci

1Exercise Full Stroke! Train separation portion
el blid S ehtdwn

Operability Test I Isolation Leak Test
Safety Seat
Leakage

i
NCS-MOV-
007C

Train return
header
separation

Remote MO Gate Maintain Clos
Transfer Close
Transfer Open
Maintain Open

Safety Seat

Active
ýRemote Position

Remote Position
Indication, Exerc
y eri eFl Stroke/_ I
x erIse-A,;. Train separation portion

Operability Test Isolation Leak Test
IRefueling C

LeaKage
NCS-MOV- Train return Remote MO Gate Maintain Close Active B Remote Position
007D header Transfer Close Remote Position Indication, Exer

separation Transfer Open
Maintain Open Exercise Full Stroke/

lRefueling Outage Cold Testdav
Operability Test

l

Tier 2 3.9-178 Revision 3
Tier 2 3.9-178 Revision 3
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COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

Table 3.9-14 Valve Inservice Test Requirements (Sheet 59 of 112)

Valve/ Actuator
Type

Safety I ASME IST
Category

Inservice Test,,-
Type and Frequency

_________ i

Train supply
header
separation

Remote MO Gate Maintain Close Ac
Transfer Close Re
Transfer Open
Maintain Open

ISafety SeatILeakage _

B Remote Position

Ex6'cise Full Str
COld Shu-tdoy;Tn
Operability Test

Train supply
header
separation

Remote Position
Indication, Exer
Ye____' 

__Exercise Full Stroke/
C-old STrain separation portion
Operability Test Isolation Leak Test

Train supply Remote MO Gate Maintain Close Active B Remote Position
header Transfer Close "-R mote Position Indication, Exercise
separation Transfer Open Years

Maintain Oen Exercise Full Stroke/I
Safety Seat Refueling Outage C-old G9 shwtd9w•

Leakage I _ _A Operability Test

Train supply Remote MO Gate Maintain Close Active B Remote Position
header Transfer Close .[!mote Position Indication, Exercise•
separation Transfer Open Years

Maintain Open u Exercise Full Stroke/
ORefueling OutageT Operability Test

Active
Remote PositionTransfer Open

Transfer Close

Remote Position
Indication, Exercise/2
Years
Exercise Full Stroke/
Quarterly
Operability Test
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3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS,
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US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.9-14 Valve Inservice Test Requirements (Sheet 69 of 112)

Valve Tag Description Valve/ Actuator Safety-Related Safety ASME IST Inservice Testing 1ST Notes
Number Type Missions Functions(2) Category Type and Frequency

NCS-VLV- Component Check Maintain Open Active BC Check Exercise/ 3
016A cooling water Transfer Open Refueling Outage

pump discharge Transfer Close
check

NCS-VLV- Component Check Maintain Open Active BC Check Exercise/ 3
016B cooling water Transfer Open Refueling Outage

pump discharge Transfer Close
check

NCS-VLV- Component Check Maintain Open Active BC Check Exercise/ 3
016C cooling water Transfer Open Refueling Outage

pump discharge Transfer Close
check

NCS-VLV- Component Check Maintain Open Active BC Check Exercise/ 3
016D cooling water Transfer Open Refueling Outage

Pump discharge Transfer Close
check

NG.S AQV- Awilia~yb4ildip Re.mete AO Aei4a-Ai~AW eee Actioy to Failed 9 Remeto Pecition 6
60-1- eempe~ent BR4eFfl TeneF~fA- Qeee Ro-moto Pocitio ndoton xrcc!

suply. hea4e E dcrcio Fuill Stroko
CseclaieA Celd Shutdown
O9perbili.yTest

IGS-AQV^ Auw 4iax iqidi.pg R..... A .... 4a......... A.tA B Romoto Pccitain 6
69#2poRBt TcrtasfGI-GCee Romoto Pocttion !ndicatinr, Excrico!*2

G9909Cld Shutdown.
Opersupemiy Test
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Table 3.9-14 Valve Inservice Test Requirements (Sheet 70 of 112)

Tier 2 3.9-190 Revision ~
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US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.9-14 Valve Inservice Test Requirements (Sheet 71 of 11

Valve Tag
Number Description

Valve/ Actuator
Type

Safety Seat
LeakageI

Safety
Functions(2 A

ASME lST
Category

2) Non-safety portion
Isolation Leak TestInservice Testil~ S oe

ISTp otes FiType and Fre~quenyyJ

t t .4: - 4:
NCS-VLV-
,67-1A component

cooling water
suoply header

Check Maintain Close
Transfer Close _",ctive

L Check Exercise?
Refueling Outage

3

check

IA2 return Safety Seat

Remote AOe
NCS-AOV-
f668B component

cooling water
ysupply header

isolation

Remote AO

IButterfh!
Remote A

I. 4

Maintain Close
Transfer Close

Safety Seat
Leakage

Maintain Close
Transfer Close

Safety Seat
Leakage I~1

Active to Failed L --- g
Remote Position

lRefueling Outage-:

Ae

Remote Position
Indication, Exercise/2
Year
Exercise Full Stroke/

L Ccld Shutdo"wn
Operability Test

NCS-AOV-
662B

0585

component
cooling water
supply header
isolation

Remote AO
Glebe

Active to Failed L --. j
Remote Position

lRefueling Outage-

Rd

Remote Position
Indication, Exerc'jN'
Years
Exercise Full Stroke/

6 CGld Sh'tdcw.
Operability Test

Non-safety portion
Isolation Leak Test

INon-safety portion
Isolation Leak Test

Non-safety portion
Isolation Leak Test

Non-safety portion
Isolation Leak Test

NCS-VLV-
,670B component

cooling water
suply header
check

Check Maintain Close•" .
Transfer Close

Safety Seat
Leakage

Active L -- >BC Check Exercise/<--
Refueling Outage

II 4 I + 3+ 1-

NCS-VLV-
C2 674r

Jc2 return -

component
cooling water
supply header

Icheck

Check Maintain Clos
Transfer Close

Active
L.. Check Exercise/i

Refueling Outage
3

j. __________________________________ I __________________________________ __________________________________________ I ___________________________________ 4 ______________________
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9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

the surge tank accommodates the thermal expansion and contraction of the cooling water
and potential leakage into or out of the CCWS.

Demineralized quality water with corrosion inhibitors is circulated in the CCWS. No
outside impurities are expected to be infiltrated in the system, therefore, the CCW filter is
not necessary. The impacts of non-safety related SSC failures in the CCW system will not
adversely affect safety-related SSCs to perform their safety related function since the
direct impact of a pipe break in the non-safety portion of the system can be
accommodated. The CCW system's safety function will be maintained as a result of the
nonsafety-related piping failure, and the indirect impact of the pipe break will not impact
any SSC safety function.

9.2.2.2.1 Component Descriptions

The CCWS components are described below. Design parameters for major components
of CCWS are provided in Table 9.2.2-2.

9.2.2.2.1.1 CCW HX

The CCW HXs transfer heat from the CCWS to the ESWS. The CCW HXs are plate type.
The CCW HXs are designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26 (Ref.
9.2.11-3), seismic category I, and are designed in accordance with the requirements of
the ASME Section III, class 3.

9.2.2.2.1.2 CCWP

The CCWP circulates cooling water through the CCW HX and the components cooled by
CC'1 In the event that makeup water is not available, each CCWS surge tank compartment

has a volume between the low-low level setpoint and the "0" instrument level of more
The than 800 gallons. This is more than adequate to accommodate potential system
motbleakage from pump seals and valves over a seven-day period, as discussed in

|Subsection 9.2.2.3.2.
The pumps are oesignated quality group C as aeinea in Regulatory Guiae 1 .5, seismic
category I, and are designed in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Section
Ill, class 3.

The pumps are designed in consideration of head losses in the cooling water inlet piping
based on fu CCWS pumps. There are a total of two surge tanks, one mum pressure drop
through the Ifor each of the two CCWS subsystems. Each surge tank ss margin etc.

Tis divided into two equal compartments by an internal
The surge tE partition plate: the partition plate extends above the e sure sufficient
NPSH marg high water level setpoint.

9.2.2.2.1.3 CCW Surge Tank

The CCW surge tanks are connected to the suction side of the GW The surge tank
accommodates the thermal expansion and contraction of the cooling water and potenti I
leakage into or from the CCWS. Makeup water is supplied to the respective surge line.

Tier 2 
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Pipe rupture protection is addressed in Section 3.6, Protection against Dynamic Effects
Associated with Postulated Rupture of Piping.

The CCWS continues to perform its safety function in the event of a fire. Subsection 9.5.1
addresses fire protection.

The RIB which contains safety-related portions of the CCWS is designed and constructed
as a safety-related and seismic cateQory I structure. The safety-related portions of the

The flow rate of make-up water to the surge tank is designed to be 75 gpm. This makeup capability
is more than adequate to compensate for the worst case leakage through pump seals and valves if
isolation of non-safety piping were required. In such a scenario, the total CCWS subsystem leak %rmal
(two trains) rate is small: the potential total lost volume over a 7-day period is calculated to be less
than 50 gallons per subsystem (including 25 gallons per 7 days associated with boundary isolation
valving). This potential loss is also small in comparison to the available compartment water irge
volume. Thus, the surge tank available water volume can compensate for potential leakage losses r
without makeup for at least 7 days. The makeup capability is also sufficient to compensate for
failure of a CCWS pump seal. Such a leak could be terminated by isolation of the affected pump.

As indicated above, the potential tank water loss due to leakage over 7 days is small in comparison
to the available surge tank water volume. The volume of water in each surge tank compartment level
between the low-low level setpoint and the instrument "0" level exceeds 800 gallons. This volume • /• age is
allows each tank compartment to accommodate leakage of more than 3 gallons per hour sed
continuously for 7 days without affecting CCWS function, in the event that makeup were not After
available.

To provide additional capability for makeup after 7 days, if needed, each CCWS subsystem has a
connection for water supply from the Fire Protection Water Supply System (FSS). Because the
CCWS is designed to be isolated from non-safety piping with only a small system leakage rate, the
makeup through the FSS would not be required for at least 7 days, even in the event of a SSE.

V.z.Z.J.Z LeaKage from tne tAxVWt

A decrease to the setpoint in the CCW surge tank water level initiates automatic makeup
water to the surge tank and an alarm is transmitted to the main control room indicating a
system leak. After the leak source is identified by visual inspection or by a change in
individual CCW flow rate, the leak is isolated.

If the water level of the surge tank further decreases, the surge tank low-low water level
signal is transmitted to the MCR and the header tie line isolation valves automatically
close. Since the subsystem consists of two individual trains, the train with the leak can e
isolated and tloofrc'cr an be operated.

In the event of a loss of system inte rity in the non-seismic portion of the system, the
CCWS is designed to maintain functi ality by closing beth header tie "R8 t vf 1 'e'
aid the isolation valves in the supply lines to the non-seismic category I buildings.
Automatic closure is activated upon the surge tank low-low water level signal. $u c,,u'rui
ki tg F 1T~ n i ~ Upv t8 . We e9l Tnne~ 69mfHnnn GWF i rn tnnv, is availalenl Frnm the Fefuellln

Wator ct•,r,- pit-

9.2.2.3.3 Sharing of CCWS

The CCWS is not shared with multi-units.

Tier 2 9.2-24 Revision 3



CCW System
3.7.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.7.1 ------------------------------ NOTE--------------
Isolation of CCW flow to individual components
does not render the CCW System inoperable.

Verify each CCW manual, power operated, and
automatic valve in the flow path servicing safety
related equipment, that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, is in the correct
position.

[31 days

OR

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program]

SR 3.7.7

SR 3.7.7.2 Verify each CCW automatic valve in the flow path ý[24 months
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, actuates to the correct position on an OR
actual or simulated actuation signal. In accordance with

the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program]

SR 3.7.7.,3 Verify each CCW pump starts automatically on n [24 months
actual or simulated actuation signal.R

5 In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program]

S .2 Verifv train leakaae for each CCW train is
less than 3 gallons per hour.

SR 3.7.7.3 Verify total subsystem leakage for CCW
valving used to isolate non-safety piping is less than
25 gallons per 7 days.

[92 days
OR
In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program]

[24 months
OR
In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program]

US-APWR 3.7.7-2 Revision 3
US-APWR 3.7.7-2 Revision 3



CCW System
B 3.7.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

[The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is consistent with
the procedural controls governing valve operation, and ensures correct valve
positions. OR The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience,
equipment reliability, and plant risk and is controlled under the Surveillance
Frequency Cont .]

8" .7.7.2z1L

This S verifies proper automatic operation of the CCW valves on an actual
or simula d actuation signal. The CCW System is a normally operating
system tha annot be fully actuated as part of routine testing during normal
operation. Th Surveillance is not required for valves that are locked,
sealed, or othe rie secured in the required position under administrative
controls. [The 24 nth Frequency is based on engineering judgment,
taking into considera n the unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is inte ed to be consistent with expected fuel cycle
length. This equipment is t at risk of imminent damage as it is designed to
remain functional and in goo condition while in operation, thus significant
degradation due to a longer urveillance interval should not be of major
concern. The design reliabilit is, therefore, maintained by taking these
considerations based on sou id engineering judgment. OR The Surveillance
Frequency is based on operating experience, equipment reliability, and plant
risk and is controlled under ft e Surveillance Frequency Control Program.]

SR 3.7.7.4Lý

SR 3.7.7.2
This SR verifies that CCW train leakage is within the limits necessary to assure that an adequate water volume is maintained in each CcW surge tank
compartment for cooling required loads for 7 days after a postulated seismic event with no makeup water source. Successful completion of this test
provides assurance that CCWS component leakage during the operating cycle would not prevent CCWS function without surge tank makeup for at least
7 days. [The 92 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment and was chosen to provide added assurance that a potential existing leak during
power operation would not be so large as to prevent CCWS operation for 7 days if makeup were unavailable. OR The Surveillance Frequency is based
on operating experience, equipment reliabilitv.and plant risk and is controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control Program.]

The leak rate of 3 gallons per hour is based on the water volume in each tank compartment between the low-low level setpoint and instrument zero* this
volume is greater than 800 gallons. A train leak rate of 3 gallons per hour would require more than 7 days to deplete the compartment of this water
volume. (The leak rate value is conservatively selected to account for measurement uncertainty and margin.) The low-low level setpoint is below the
normal operating level of each compartment. The zero level is above the pump suction nozzle elevation used for CCWS pump NPSH calculations. Thus,
surveillance of this leak rate assures that surge tank compartment water volume is adequate to support CCWS operation for a minimum of 7 days
without makeup. During the surveillance, it is necessary to minimize fluctuations in CCWS heat load and potential temperature fluctuations that coul
affect level indication. If the surveillance result is not within allowable limits for a CCW train, that train will be declared inoperable and additional testing
may be necessary to determine if the header tie line isolation valves (NCS-MOV-007AMB/C/D. NCS-MOV-020A/B/C/D) are degraded. If it is determined
that train separation cannot be achieved due to abnormal leakage through a pair of the redundant header tie line isolation valves (e.g., NCS-MOV-007A
and NCS-MOV-007B), then both of the affected trains will be declared inoperable.

The duration of SR 3.7.7.2 testing should be long enough for the installed instrumentation to accurately measure the system losses with considerations
of envirQnmental rhanges in temperatures affecting thermal contraction and expansion of water within the CCWS surge tanks.

SR 3.7.7.3
This SR verifies isolation valves between safety and non-safety portions of the CCWS that cannot be tested during power operation. Such valves,
notably NCS-AOV-57A/B and NCS-AOV-58A/B. cannot be tested during power operation because closure of these valves would isolate important
components associated with normal operation. However, these valves are not normally cycled during power operation: thus, their leak rate is not likely
to significantly change after the test is performed and the valves are restored to the position required for power operation. The valves are tested using a
local leak rate test method. The total calculated leakage from isolation valves for each subsystem shall not exceed 25 gallons per 7 days. Successful
completion of this test provides assurance that leakage from these valves isolating will not prevent CCWS function without surge tank makeup for at
least 7 days. [The 24 month Frequency is based on engineering judgment, taking into consideration the unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle length. This equipment is not at risk of imminent damage as it is designed to
remain functional and in good condition while in operation. OR The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience, equipment reliability, and

.40*t ;o a,, 11'.'I .4u~IIJUU .4 1 6k u .cI4 ,.. M *C 9U I ' ItI, I r In190*.
anh .¢II I - .UII/It w •IUIt .II unU Ve.;ll1•llln l rlquelly onII U ro Io-lr III.J.



RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

712912011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4/13/2010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-50
Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-26

Based on the staff's review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-26, the following items
should be addressed:

1. All of the CCWS headers which penetrate containment were not addressed related to the
possibility of two-phase flow; for example cooling lines to the excess letdown or letdown. This
should be included in the RAI response and added to the DCD as required.
2. Procedures that direct operators to slowly open the valves (inching of valves) during an
accident or post accident, related to the possibility of two-phase flow in headers inside
containment, should be included in the DCD as a COL Information Item.
3. System voiding and water hammer mitigation were not addressed in the RAI response for a
seismic event that drains down the CCWS surge tank due to a failure of the non safety related
portion of the piping.

4. (New NRC question)
Need to address in the DCD fast closing of check valves (CCWS pump discharge) - potential
pressure transients. Address if dampening devices are required. Need to address in the DCD
potential pressure transients on the plate type heat exchangers (increase leakage).

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref: UAP-HF-09388;
dated July 16, 2009; ML092080393.

ANSWER:
1. The CCWS lines penetrate the containment at eight points: two cooling water supply lines

and two cooling water return lines for the RCPs, one cooling water supply line and one
cooling water return line for the Excess Letdown Hx, and one cooling water supply line
and one cooling water return line for the Letdown Hx. Upon occurrence of a LOCA, these
cooling water lines, with the exception of the line supplying cooling water to the RCP seal
thermal barrier, are isolated in response to a containment isolation signal. Since the fluid
flow is interrupted in the isolated piping, two-phase flow may occur when water flow
resumes and is subjected to heat from non-cooled equipment.

As for the RCP cooling water lines, the design has been modified such that flow is no

9.2.2.50-1



longer isolated to the thermal barriers after a containment isolation signal. Thus, this flow
path is not subject to water hammer due to resumption of water flow.

As for the cooling water lines for the Excess Letdown Hx and Letdown Hx, water flow is
not resumed after closure of the isolation valves as these lines are not used after
containment isolation. Thus, the Excess Letdown Hx and Letdown Hx are not subject to
water hammer due to resumption of water flow.

2. Due to the design change which removes automatic isolation to the RCP thermal barriers,
there are no CCWS lines penetrating containment that are subject to two-phase
conditions and must be reopened.

3. The CCWS is under pressure due to the static water head of the surge tank. In case of
an earthquake, piping in non-seismic resistant buildings may break. However, voiding
will not develop even if pressure is reduced in the broken section to atmospheric because
the CCW water temperature is less than the saturation temperature at atmospheric
pressure. Moreover, as isolation valves close to the non-earthquake resistant buildings
because of low-low surge tank water level, the surge tank maintains a static water head.
Thus, voiding is unlikely to occur in the event of pipe breaks. The DCD will be amended
to provide this information.

4. The typical operating practice in Japan when starting and stopping the CCW pumps is as
follows:

* Pump discharge valves (NCS-VLV-O18AIB/C/D) are first closed. The discharge
valves are manually controlled by plant personnel at the valve location. Because of
their large size (24"), the rate of closure of a manual discharge valve is not so fast as
to cause a sudden increase in pressure or pressure differentials in the pump
discharge piping. Thus, the potential for water hammer is minimized.
e If the pump is required to be available for automatic start, the pump discharge
valves are then reopened to ensure an open flow path.
e If the pump is not required to be available for automatic start (e.g., it is out-of
service for maintenance), the pump discharge valves are closed (which also isolates
the associated heat exchanger from the other train). Based on operating
experience in Japan, pressure relief vents are not used because the system design
takes the pump head-flow curve into account. Similarly, there has been no
indication that dampening devices are required to minimize pressure transients.

However, the method of pump start/stop is an operational decision and is not discussed
in the DCD. The method of pump start/stop assuming an open discharge valve is
acceptable from a system design perspective. If the pump were stopped with the
discharge valves remaining open, check valves (NCS-VLV-016A/B/C/D) close as flow
decreases. System conditions and the potential impact forces are considered in the
valve design. The heat exchanger remains exposed to pressure from the operating train;
thus, the pressure-transient across the heat exchanger will be minimized and equalized
based on check valve closure. Verification that there are not unacceptable water
hammer or pressure waves detected with pump operation (start/stop) will also be added
to Subsection 14.2.12.1.87.

(Note: Discussions with the NRC staff indicate that closure of the discharge valve prior to
pump start would require that the pump/train be declared "inoperable".)

9.2.2.50-2



Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.2.6 will be revised as follows:

* Add explanation that voiding in piping will not occur even in the event of a break in
non-seismic piping; thus, conditions for water hammer are not induced.

DCD Tier 2, Subsection 14.2.12.1.87 will be revised as follows:

* Add verification that there are not unacceptable water hammer or pressure waves
detected when pumps are started or stopped.

Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
There is no impact on the PRA.

9.2.2.50-3
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valves can be manually reopened from the MCR to restore RCP seal and SFP HX
cooling, if required.

As a minimum, two trains are required to operate during a LOCA.

9.2.2.2.2.5 Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP)

In the case of a LOOP, all CCWPs are automatically loaded onto their respective Class
1 E power sources. The CCWS continues to provide cooling of the required components.

As a minimum, two trains are required to operate during a LOOP.

9.2.2.2.2.6 Water Hammer Prevention

The CCWS is designed in consideration of water hammer prevention and mitigation in
accordance with the following as discussed in NUREG-0927.

* An elevated surge tank to keep the system filled.

0 Vents for venting components and piping at all high points in the
system.

0 After any system drainage, venting is assured by personnel
training and procedures.

* System valves are slow acting.

he COL Applicant is to develop a milestone schedule for implementation of the
operating and maintenance procedures for water hammer prevention. The procedures
should address the operating and maintenance procedures for adequate measures to
avoid water hammer due to a voided line condition.

9.2.2.3 Safety Evaluation

The CCWS is designed to perform its safety function with only two out of four trains
oper ting. As shown in Table 9.2.2-3, the CCWS is completely redundant and a single
failur The CCWS is under pressure due to the static water head of the surge tank. In case
f/for m of an earthquake, piping in non-earthquake resistant buildings may break. However,

voiding, and associated water hammer potential, will not develop even if pressure is
The* reduced in the broken section to atmospheric because the CCW water temperature
/ ..te is less than the saturation temperature at atmospheric pressure. Moreover, as

prote isolation valves to the non-earthquake resistant buildings close because of low-lowsurge tank water level, the surge tank maintains a static water head. Thus, voiding
is unlikely to occur in the event of pipe breaks.

* Section 3.4, Water Level (Flood) Protection;

* Section 3.5, Missile Protection;

* Section 3.7, Seismic Design;

Tier 2 9.2-23 Revision 3
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8. The CCW header tie line isolation valves' closure time is verified to be consistent
with Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.5.

9. Demonstrate the ability to provide makeup water and verify flow to each
pressurized CCW surge tank using DWS, PMWS and RWS supplies.

D. Acc tance Cri pria
X. The CCWS SSCs design pressure is verified against unacceptable

1. The t k al water hammer and pressure waves. The CCWS is potentially subject to
water hammer andlor system pressure waves under plant conditions that

2. The perforr will openlclose the CCWS pump discharge check valve, for example,
sTperiforato during CCWS pump swaps. The CCWS is verified to be adequately
specificatioi designed for these potential conditions when CCWS pumps are started

and stopped.
3. Components. mal are suppiieo wirn t.vv receive TIows mat are witnin me oesign

specifications in each of the operating modes including the supply of coolant flow
to the thermal barrier via cross-tie.

4. The pump control and interlocks operate as designed.

5. CCW system performance characteristics are within design specifications.

6. CCW surge tank vent valve high radiation logic operates as described in
Subsection 9.2.2.5.2.

7. The thermal barrier heat exchanger cooling water return line isolation valve logic
operates as described in Subsection 9.2.2.5.5.

8. The CCW header tie line isolation valves' closure logic and closure time are
consistent with Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.5.

9. The ability to provide makeup water to each pressurized CCW surge tank using
DWS, PMWS and RWS supplies is demonstrated.

14.2.1 .88 Turbine Component Cooling Water System Preoperational Test

A. Objectiv

1. To verify th he systen . Verify that there is no evidence of unacceptable water hammer,
cooling water the de, excessive vibration, excessive noise, or unacceptable system
Subsection 9.2.8. pressure waves associated with pump discharge check valve

functioning and that the CCWS SSCs (including the plate type heat
exchanger gaskets) design values are not exceeded. The CCWS is

B. Prerequisites verified to be adequately designed for these potential conditions
Rduring CCWS pump start and stop.

1. Required construction L~bL j lbOU11PIWU.

2. Component testing and instrument calibration is completed.

3. Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

Tier 2 14.2-121 Revision 3
Tier 2 14.2-121 Revision 3
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712912011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 411312010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-51
Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-27

Based on the staffs review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-27, the following items
should be addressed related to items 2, 4 and 6:

Item 2: The design details should be provided such as system operating temperatures,
pressures, and flow rates for all operating modes and alignments. Alternatively, bounding values
could be provided.
Item 4: The Class 1 E power supplies for the CCWS valves should be included in Tier 1 DCD
Table 2.7.3.3-2. In addition, specific Class 1 E power was not shown in Tier 1 for valves that are
non-divisionalized, such as NCS-MOV-511, -517, and NCS-AOV 601, -602, -661A, -661B, -662A,
and -662B etc.
Item 6: The surge tank water normal makeup and seismic category I makeup should be shown in
Tier 1. Since each surge tank is shared between two divisions, the water makeup to the surge
tank is necessary for the CCWS to perform its safety function, post seismic event.

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref: UAP-HF-9388;
dated July 16, 2009; ML092080393.

ANSWER:

Item 2: DCD Tier 2, Subsection 9.2.2.2.2 will be revised, and new DCD Tier 2, Figure 9.2.2-2 will
be added, to provide detailed system parameters for all operating modes and alignments as
summarized in DCD Tier 2, Tables 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5. The new Figure 9.2.2-2 includes flow
diagrams identifying system locations and a table listing the pressure, temperature, and flow rate
conditions for each system location for each mode of operation, including Normal Power
Operation, Cooldown by Containment Spray (CS)/Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS),
Accident, Safe Shutdown, Startup and Refueling. The new Figure 9.2.2-2 (Sheets 5, 6) shows
flows in the configuration that operators would be in after a header tie line isolation valve(s)
(NCS-MOV-007, and 020) are manually closed to provide train separation. In addition, the 110°F
in DCD Rev.2 Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.1.1 is incorrect. Therefore, DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.1.1
will be revised to 125 0F from 11 0°F.
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Item 4: DCD Tier 1, Revision 3 has been submitted for NRC review [Ref. MHI letter UAP-HF-1 1078
dated 3/31/11]. Tier 1 Subsection 2.7.3.3.1 of DCD Revision 3 uses common wording for various
systems to specify ITAAC requirements. In the case of CCW, an ITAAC requirement which
specifies that Class 1 E equipment will be powered from its respective division is referenced to Tier
1 Table 2.7.3.3-2. Similarly, Table 2.7.3.3-5, Item 6b, addresses a Design Commitment, ITA and
Acceptance Criteria for Class 1E equipment on a division basis. A detailed listing of CCWS
motor-operated valves vs. Class 1 E division will be added to Tier 2 as a new Table 9.2.2-7. Note
that Table 9.2.2-7 also reflects deletion of NCS-MOV-445A/B, 447A/B and 448ANB, consistent with
the response to Q9.2.2-58.

Item 6: DCD Tier 1, Figure 2.7.3.3-1 will be revised to remove the surge tank makeup connection
from the RWSP. The RWSP makeup pathway has been deleted. Makeup from the FSS could be
used, if needed, in the event of a loss of system integrity in the non-seismic portion of the system
after occurrence of a safe shutdown earthquake; however, makeup would not be required for more
than seven days based on the leakage of the isolation boundaries to non-seismic piping. Thus, the
FSS makeup line is not shown in Tier 1. (See response to Q9.2.2-69 for additional discussion
regarding the potential use of FSS for surge tank makeup.) No makeup water source is
necessary for ensuring that the safety function of the CCWS is met during normal operation or
design basis accident conditions. Thus, the other non-seismic make-up water lines shown in
DCD Tier 2, Figure 9.2.2-1 are also not shown in DCD Tier 1, Figure 2.7.3.3-1. The revision to
Figure 2.7.3.3-1 provided in the response to Q9.2.2-49 includes deletion of the RWSP makeup
source. As stated, several makeup pathways are shown in Tier 2. The revision to Figure
9.2.2-1 provided in the response to Q9.2.2-69 includes deletion of the RWSP surge tank makeup
source and incorporation of the FSS source.

Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 1, Figure 2.7.3.3-1 will be revised as follows

0 Delete the RWSP as source for surge tank makeup. See response to Q9.2.2-49 for
revised figure.

DCD Tier 2 Chapter 9 "Contents" will be revised consistent with other identified changes.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.1.1, last bullet, will be revised as follows:

0 Correct maximum CCWS heat exchanger outlet temperature during design basis accident

from 110 OF to 125 OF.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.5 will be revised as follows:

* Add reference to new Table 9.2.2-7 which provides the electrical power division for CCWS
motor and air operated valves.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.2 will be revised as follows:

" Add the following to the end of the paragraph: "Figure 9.2.2-2 provides system operating
parameters for various locations and operating modes."

" Add Figure 9.2.2-2 which provides pressure, temperature and flow rates for various
CCWS configurations.
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DCD Tier 2 Figure 9.2.2-1 will be revised as follows:

* Delete the RWSP as source for surge tank makeup and replace with FSS. See response
to Q9.2.2-69 for revised figure.

Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
There is no impact on the PRA.
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" Applicable codes and standards for the CCWS are listed in Section 3.2. The
containment isolation valves and the piping between the isolation valves are
designed and constructed to the requirements of ASME section III, Class 2. The
remainder of the system is designed and constructed to the requirements of
ASME Section III, Class 3, except for the portion that is not required to perform
safety functions.

" The CCWS, in conjunction with the Essential Service Water System (ESWS) and
the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS), is capable of removing sufficient heat from the

essential heat exchangers to ensure a safe reactor shutdown and cooling
following a postulated accident coincident with a loss of offsite power and
assuming one train is unavailable due to maintenance and a single active failure

in a second train.

" The CCWS, in conjunction with the ESWS, is capable of maintaining the outlet
temperature of the CCW heat exchanger below the limits of 4- OF during a
design basis accident with loss of offsite power.

9.2.2.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases

The CCWS is designed to:

• Serve as an intermediate system between components containing radioactive
fluids, which are cooled by the system, and the ESWS so as to prevent direct
leakage of radioactive fluid into the environment through the ESWS.

* Provide sufficient cooling capacity for the components required during normal
operating conditions such as normal power operation, normal shutdown and
refueling as described below.

" Detect leakage of radioactive material into the system and control leakage of
radioactive material out of the system. The Component Cooling Water system is
subjected to the design objectives of RG 4.21, "Minimization of Contamination and
Radioactive Waste Generation: Life-Cycle Planning" as it contains radioactive
liquid. A discussion of the design objectives and operational programs to address
these radiological aspects of the system is contained in DCD Section 12.3.1.
System and component design features addressing RG 4.21 (Ref. 9.2.11-9) are
summarized in Table 12.3-8.

* Prevent long term corrosion that may degrade system performance.

9.2.2.1.2.1 Normal Operation

The CCWS is designed to transfer heat from the plant components required to support
normal power operation with one train (pump and heat exchanger) unavailable due to
online maintenance and a single active component failure. The CCWS is sized such that
the component cooling water supply temperature to plant components is not more than
1 00*F. Normal operating heat loads are reactor coolant pump, charging pump, letdown
heat exchanger, instrument air, spent fuel pool cooling heat exchanger, sample heat
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The CCW surge tank is designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26,
seismic category I, and is designed to the requirements of the ASME Section III, class 3.

In case of a small leak out of the system, makeup water is supplied as necessary until the
leak is isolated.

The makeup water can be supplied from the following systems:

" Demineralized water system (DWS) which supplies the demineralized water

" Primary makeup water system (PMWS) which supplies the deaerated water and
primary makeup water

" Refueling water storage system (RWS) which supplies the refueling water

Deaerated water is used for initial filling of this system and demineralized water is used
for automatic makeup when the tank water level reaches a low level setpoint.

If necessary, primary makeup water and refueling water may be used during an
emergency. Refueling water storage pit is water source of seismic category I.

Water chemistry control of CCWS is performed by adding chemicals to the CCW surge
tank to prevent long term corrosion that may degrade system performance. The CCW in
the surge tank is covered with nitrogen gas to maintain water chemistry.

In order to provide redundancy for a passive failure (a loss of system integrity resulting in
abnormal leakage), an internal partition plate is provided in the tank so that two separate
surge tank volumes are maintained.

The CCW surge tank capacity of 50% is able to receive the amount of inleak from RCP
thermal barrier Hx in consideration of isolation time. Regarding the makeup water source
of the RWSP to be seismic category I, this makeup water source provides capacity to
accommodate system leakage for seven days. Makeup water supply is performed by an
operator by locally operating the manual valves. A vacuum breaker is installed on the
surge tank to prevent damaging the tank in the event of a sudden decrease in water level.

9.2.2.2.1.4 Piping

Caro steel. .. isue o hi ingoThe following summarizes the ma -jor CCWS
Cpng of" 1valves and their functions. Table 9.2.2-7

welded, except where flanged provides a listing of valves and the Class IE

9.2.2.2.1.5 alves power source.

* Header tie line isolation valve

The function of this motor operated valve is to separate each subsystem into two
independent trains during abnormal and accident conditions. This ensures each safety
train is isolated from any potential passive failure in the non-safety portion or another
safety train of the CCWS. This valve automatically closes at once upon the following
signals:
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9.2.2.2.2 System Operations

Table 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5, respectively, provide heat loads and water flow balance for
various operating modes.

9.2.2.2.2.1 Normal Pow Operation

Figure 9.2.2-2 provides system operating
During normal operation, at least one tr parameters for various locations and e. A
total of two CCWP and two CCW HXs operating modes. rvice
is trains A or B and trains C or D.

During this operating condition, an operating CCWP in each subsystem supplies CCW to
all loops in the particular subsystem with cooling water temperature not exceeding 100 OF
maximum.

CCWPs which are not in service are placed in standby and automatically start upon a low
pressure signal of CCW header pressure.

9.2.2.2.2.2 Normal Plant Shutdown

After approximately four hours of normal plant cool down, when the reactor coolant
temperature and pressure are reduced to approximately 350 OF and 400 psig, the standby
CCW HXs and pumps are placed in service resulting in four trains (i.e. four CCWPs and
four CCW HXs) in operation. The CCWS isolation valve for each of the CS/RHR HXs is
opened to supply cooling water to these HXs.

The failure of one cooling train (i.e. failure in one pump or one HX) increases the time for
plant cool down, however, it does not affect the safe operation of the plant. The plant can
be safely brought to the cold shutdown condition with a minimum of two trains.

During plant cool down by the residual heat removal system, the CCW supply

temperature to the various components is permitted to increase to 110 OF.

9.2.2.2.2.3 Refueling

During refueling, the required number of CCW HXs and pumps is determined by the heat
load. Normally, three trains operate in this mode. The remaining train may be taken out of
service for maintenance. An operating CCWP in each subsystem supplies CCW to all
loops in service in the particular subsystem with a maximum CCW supply water
temperature not exceeding 100 OF.

9.2.2.2.2.4 Loss of Coolant Accident

All CCWP are automatically actuated by ECCS actuation signal. The start signal to the
pumps is delayed. (Refer to Figure 8.3.1-2 Logic diagrams (Sheet 18 of 24)) The
isolation valves for the CS/RHR HXs are automatically opened by the ECCS actuation
signal and the same train CCWP start signal. The header tie line isolation valves are
closed by an ECCS actuation signal in coincidence with an undervoltage signal, and the
CCWS is separated into four individual trains (A, B, C and D). The header tie line isolation
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Table 9.2.2-7 Electrical Power Division of Remotely Operated Valves
(Sheet I of 2)

Valve Number Operator Electrical Power DivisionType
MOV-007A-S motor A (Class 1 E-station ac power source system)
MOV-007B-S motor B (Class 1 E-station ac power source system)
MOV-007C-S motor C (Class 1 E-station ac power source system)
MOV-007D-S motor D (Class 1 E-station ac power source system)
MOV-020A-S motor A (Class 1 E-station ac power source system)
MOV-020B-S motor B (Class 1 E-station ac power source system)
MOV-020C-S motor C (Class 1 E-station ac power source system)
MOV-020D-S motor D (Class 1 E-station ac power source system)
MOV-145A-S motor A' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-145B-S motor B' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-145C-S motor C' (Class 1E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-145D-S motor D' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-232A-S motor B' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-232B-S motor C' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-233A-S motor B' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-233B-S motor C' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-234A-S motor B' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-234B-S motor C' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-316A-S motor Al (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
MOV-31 6B-S motor D1 (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
MOV-321A-S motor Al (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
MOV-321 B-S motor D1 (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
MOV-322A-S motor Al (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
MOV-322B-S motor D1 (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
MOV-323A-S motor Al (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
MOV-323B-S motor D1 (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
MOV-324A-S motor Al (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
MOV-324B-S motor D1 (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
MOV-325A-S motor Al (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
MOV-325B-S motor D1 (Class 1 E-station ac power source system

(for 2 trains))
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Table 9.2.2-7 Electrical Power Division of Remotely Operated Valves
(Sheet 2 of 2)

Valve Number Operator Electrical Power DivisionType

MOV-326A-S motor Al (Class 1E-station ac power source system
(for 2 trains))

MOV-326B-S motor D1 (Class 1E-station ac power source system
for 2 trains))

MOV-401A-S motor C' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-401 B-S motor C' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-402A-S motor B' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-402B-S motor B' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-436A-S motor C' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-436B-S motor C' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-438A-S motor B' Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-438B-S motor B' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-446A-S motor A' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-446B-S motor A' (Class 1E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-446C-S motor D' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-446D-S motor D' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
FCV-129A-S motor B' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
FCV-129B-S motor C' (Class 1E-480V ac inverter supply system)
FCV-130A-S motor B' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
FCV-1 30B-S motor C' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
FCV-131A-S motor B' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
FCV-131B-S motor C' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
FCV-1 32A-S motor B' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
FCV-132B-S motor C' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-511-S motor A' (Class 1E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-517-S motor D' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-531 -S motor A' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)
MOV-537-S motor D' (Class 1 E-480V ac inverter supply system)

AOV-057A-S air DA (Class 1E-125V dc power source supply
system)

AOV-057B-S air DA (Class 1E-125V dc power source supply
system)

AOV-058A-S air DD (Class 1E-125V dc power source supply
system)

AOV-058B-S air DD (Class 1E-125V dc power source supply
I_ system)
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

7129/2011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4/13/2010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-52
Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-28

Based on the staff's review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-28, the following items
should be addressed:

" The proposed revisions to the DCD did not sufficiently address the original RAI. Section
9.2.2 should fully describe and explain what the minimum system heat transfer and flow
requirements are for normal operating, refueling, and accident conditions, the bases for these
requirements including limiting assumptions that apply (such as temperature considerations),
how much excess margin is available and how this was determined, and what limiting system
temperatures and pressures are assumed with supporting basis. In addition, there were no
supporting bases for the design. The RAI response should re-address these items and
clearly address excess margin that is available.

* The response indicated that DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.2.1, "Normal Power Operation,"
would be revised per an attached markup to clarify CCWS temperature control; however, this
attachment did not appear in the response, nor did DCD revision 2 indicate any changes.

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref: UAP-HF-09388;
dated July 16, 2009; ML092080393.

ANSWER:

The CCWS plate-type heat exchangers have a "design" capacity of 50 x 106 BTU/hr to allow
removal of the normal operating heat load using two heat exchangers. The design heat load is
determined by summing the individual user requirements, which are listed in DCD Tier 2 Table
9.2.2-6. (Table 9.2.2-6 is provided in the response to Question 9.2.2-54.) Note that the SFP
heat exchanger load is based on ANSI/ANS 5.1 decay heat modeling, which predicts about
30% larger decay heat than ORIGEN 2.2 output. That is, the heat load shown in Table
9.2.2-6 for the SFP heat exchanger is 20.3 x,0 6 Btu/hr, based on the design SFP loadingR
described in Section 9.1.3.1; this heat load exceeds the ORIGEN 2.2 output by about 6 xlO0
Btu/hr. The design CCWS heat exchanger capacity is 50 xl 06 Btu/hr; therefore, in practice
there is about a 10% margin (6/50) in the CCWS design heat removal capacity. The DCD
markup has been revised to clarify the basis for the 10% margin. Additionally, vendor design
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margin for the heat exchanger area is a minimum of 20% over the design heat exchanger area
of 11068 ft2 provided in the attached Table 9.2.2.52-1. Actual heat exchanger performance
based on these design considerations will reflect the temperature differential across the heat
exchange surface (AT) and the product of overall heat exchange coefficient and area (UA).
The heat exchange area, A, does not change for the required condition; however U and AT will
change due to changes in flow rate or temperature differential in each heat exchange
condition. The attached Table 9.2.2.52-1 summarizes heat exchanger performance for the
key operating conditions. As indicated in the table, the "design" condition of 50 x 106 Btu/hr is
associated with CCW and ESW flow rates of 11000 gpm, consistent with DCD Table 9.2.2-2.
The maximum CCWS design outlet temperature is 100OF and maximum cooling water inlet
temperature from ESWS is 95°F. These are the design conditions which are used for normal
operation. The table indicates the UA value for the design condition, which will be added to
DCD Table 9.2.2-2. Other operating conditions and the resultant heat transfer rates are
shown in the attached Table 9.2.2.52-1. DCD Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.1 and DCD Tables
9.2.2-2, 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5 will be revised to summarize the design information and show the
heat transfer and flow rates at other operating conditions. Heat exchanger design calculations
are documented as MHI calculations, which are available for audit.

The response to Question 09.02.02-28 provided in UAP-HF-09388 stated that "DCD Tier 2
section 9.2.2.2.2.1 Normal Power Operation will be revised per the attached markup to clarify
CCWS temperature control". The response incorrectly referred to a change in Subsection
9.2.2.2.2.1 and an attachment; this attachment does not exist. In DCD Revision 2,
Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.1 "Normal Operation" was added, but did not explicitly address
temperature control. The changes proposed in the response to Q9.2.2-67 address CCWS
temperature control (i.e., flow rate is regulated using manual flow control valves to achieve
desired temperature) and supersede the response provided in UAP-HF-09388.

Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.1.2 will be revised as follows:

* Change title of Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.1 from "Normal Operation" to "Power Operation"
* Change title of Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.2 from "Normal Plant Cooldown" to "Cooldown by

CS/RHRS"
* Add Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.4, "Startup"
* Add Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.5, "Accident"
* Add Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.6, "Safe Shutdown"
* Editorial changes

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.1 will be revised as follows:

* Add description of CCWS heat exchanger "design" condition,
* Add allowable CCWS heat exchanger supply temperatures to loads for all operating

modes
* Margin and the bases for margin determination

DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-2 will be revised as follows:

* Add "UA" value for design condition
* Editorial changes

DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-4 will be revised as follows:

* Add heat loads for Startup and Refueling operating conditions

9.2.2.52-2



* Add note addressing effect of opening RCP cross-tie valves
* Editorial changes

DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-5 will be revised as follows:

* Add flow rates for Startup and Refueling operating conditions
* Add note addressing effect of opening RCP cross-tie valves
* Editorial changes

Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
There is no impact on the PRA.

9.2.2.52-3



Table 9.2.2.52-1: CCWS Heat Exchanger Performance

Startup 5919 1 11000 1 32.8E+06 111.1 100 95 101 10.1 5 7.2 4.6E+06 11068

2.5

00

Normal 7163 1 11000 1 50.OE+06 114 100 95 104.1 9.9 5 7.1 7.1 E+06 11068

-ooldown 7982 1 11000 1 110.2E+06 137.6 110 95 115.1 22,5 15 18.4 6.OE+06 11068

Refueling 8985 1 11000 1 41.9E+08 109.4 100 95 102.7 6.7 5 5.8 7.2E+06 11068

,ccident 9585 1 11000 1 161.7E+06 158.7 125 95 124.4 34.3 30 32.1 5.OE+06 11068

Safe shutdown 9585 1 11000 1 190.9E+0( 164.8 125 95 129.7 35.1 30 32.4 5.9E+06 11068
-i _____________ S I *1.d. J I.

Note: Vendor specification requires a minimum of 20% additional area over "Design Area".
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* Applicable codes and standards for the CCWS are listed in Section 3.2. The
containment isolation valves and the piping between the isolation valves are
designed and constructed to the requirements of ASME section III, Class 2. The
remainder of the system is designed and constructed to the requirements of
ASME Section III, Class 3, except for the portion that is not required to perform
safety functions.

" The CCWS, in conjunction with the Essential Service Water System (ESWS) and
the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS), is capable of removing sufficient heat from the

essential heat exchangers to ensure a safe reactor shutdown and cooling
following a postulated accident coincident with a loss of offsite power and
assuming one train is unavailable due to maintenance and a single active failure

in a second train.

• The CCWS, in conjunction with the ESWS, is capable of maintaining the outlet
temperature of the CCW heat exchanger below the limits of 110 0F during a
design basis accident with loss of offsite power.

9.2.2.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases

The CCWS is designed to:

• Serve as an intermediate system between components containing radioactive
fluids, which are cooled by the system, and the ESWS so as to prevent direct
leakage of radioactive fluid into the environment through the ESWS.

" Provide sufficient cooling capacity for the components required during normal
operating conditions such as normal power operation, normal shutdown and
refueling as described below.

" Detect leakage of radioactive material into the system and control leakage of
radioactive material out of the system. The Component Cooling Water system is
subjected to the design objectives of RG 4.21, "Minimization of Contamination and
Radioactive Waste Generation: Life-Cycle Planning" as it contains radioactive
liquid. A discussion of the design objectives and operational programs to address
these radiological aspects of the system is contained in DCD Section 12.3.1.
System and component design features addressing RG 4.21 (Ref. 9.2.11-9) are
summarized in Table 12.3-8.

• Prevent long term corrosion that may degrade system performance.

922.1.2.1% Na~mal OperationIpowert-"
The CCWS is designed to transfer heat from the plant components required to support
normal power operation with one train (pump and heat exchanger) unavailable due to
online maintenance and a single active component failure. The CCWS is sized such that
the component cooling water supply temperature to plant components is not more than
1O00F.Normal operating heat loads are reactor coolant pump, charging pump, letdown
heat eSxhanger, instrument air, spent fuel pool cooling heat exchanger, sample heat

•As indicated in Table 9.2.2-6.

Tier 2 9.2-16 Revision 3
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exchanger, seal water heat exchanger, blowdown sample cooler, B.A. evaporator, waste
gas compressor, and so on. The CCWS provides sufficient surge tank capacity below the
low level alarm to allow for operators to take action.

9.22.1.22 Normal Pl_-nt COo-d-An _1. as indicated in Table 92.2-6.
lCooldown by CSIRHRS 1... .

The CCWS is designed to remove decay and sensible heat from the core and the
reactor coolant system in add' to some normal operating heat loads during the latter
stages of plant cooldown- e component cooling water system is sized to reduce the
temperature of the reactor coolant system from 350°F at approximately 4 hours after
reactor shutdown to 140°F using 4 trains while maintaining the component cooling water
supply below 11 0°F. Failure of one train of CCW with another train unavailable due to
maintenance will not prevent achieving cold shutdown conditions. The CCWS continues
to provide cooling water to the residual heat removal system throughout the shutdown
after cooldown is complete. as indicated in Table

9.2.2.1.2.3 Ref ling

During refueling, c ing water flow is provided to spent fuel pool heat exchangers to cool
the spent fuel pool- or a full core off-load cooling water is also supplied to a normal
residual heat removal heat exchanger as part of spent fuel pool cooling. The CCWS
maintains the spent fuel pit water temperature below 1200F. System operation is with both
CCWS dPlwmris4s available.

S9"\The component coolina water supply temperature to plant
System Description 9comonents in the refuelina mode is not more than 1000 F

,ml • •Jw . . .. . . ....... ... . |

The system flow diagram is shown in Figure 9.2.2-1.

The CCWS is the closed loop system that functions as an intermediate system between
the various components cooled by CCWS and the ESWS, (Subsection 9.2.1). The CCWS
transfers heat and prevents direct leakage of the radioactive fluid from the components to
the ESWS.

The CCWS consists of two independent subsystems. One subsystem consists of trains A
& B, and the other subsystem consists of trains C & D, for a total of four trains. Each train
has one CCWP and one CCW HX and provides 50% of the cooling capacity required for
safety function.

Electrical power to the CCWS is supplied from Class 1 E buses that are backed up by
Class 1 E power supply so that the system is capable to operate during a loss of off site
power.

There is the header tie line between trains A and B, and between trains C and D. The
header tie line in each subsystem branches into two loops. See Table 9.2.2-1 for the
components supplied by each loop.

I

Each subsystem is served by one CCW surge tank. The CCW surge tank is installed at
the highest point of the system to facilitate system air venting to ensure a water solid
closed loop and to provide the net positive suction head at the CCWP suction. In addition,

Tier 2 9.2-17 Revision 3
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exchanger, seal water heat exchanger, blowdown sample cooler, B.A. evaporator, waste
gas compressor, and so on. The CCWS provides sufficient surge tank capacity below the
low level alarm to allow for operators to take action.

9.2.2.1.2.2 Normal Plant Cooldown

The CCWS is designed to remove both decay and sensible heat from the core and the
reactor coolant system in addition to some normal operating heat loads during the latter
stages of plant cooldown. The component cooling water system is sized to reduce the
temperature of the reactor coolant system from 350°F at approximately 4 hours after
reactor shutdown to 140°F using 4 trains while maintaining the component cooling water
supply below 11 0F. Failure of one train of CCW with another train unavailable due to
maintenance will not prevent achieving cold shutdown conditions. The CCWS continues
to provide cooling water to the residual heat removal system throughout the shutdown
after cooldown is complete.

9.2.2.1.2.3 Refueling

Durined to spent fuel pool heat exchangers to cool
the snent fuel Pool For a full core off-load co linm water is also suonlied to a normal

9.2.2.1.2.4 Startup

The CCWS is designed to transfer heat from the plant components required to support plant startup with two trains
in each subsystem in operation at the time of maximum heat load. The number of active CCWS trains is determined
by the operating states of the components to be cooled and the temperature of the ESW supplied to the CCW heat
exchangers. Potential CCWS users in this configuration are identified in Table 9.2.2-6. Heat loads for CCWS in the
startup configuration reflect higher Excess Letdown and CSIRHR heat exchanger requirements: in addition, Letdowi
load is higher than power operation. The CCWS is sized such that the component cooling water supply temperature
to plant components is not more than 1000F.

9.2.2.1.2.5 Accident

The CCWS is designed to transfer heat from the plant components required to support safety-related loads during
accident conditions with one train in each subsystem in operation. The CCWS can operate two trains to remove the
heat load during an accident condition even if a single failure occurs with one of four trains inoperable due to
maintenance. As indicated in Table 9.2.2-6, changes to potential CCWS users in this configuration compared to
power operation include the CSlRHR heat exchangers and shedding of some normal operation loads, The CCWS is
sized such that the component cooling water supply temperature to plant components is not more than 1250F.

9.2.2.1.2.6 Safe Shutdown

The CCWS is designed to transfer heat from the plant components required to support safe shutdown with one train
in each subsystem in operation. The CCWS can operate two trains to put the plant into safe shutdown even if a
single failure occurs with one of four trains inoperable due to maintenance. As indicated in Table 9.2.2-6. potential
users of CCWS in this configuration are the same as the accident configuration except that CN atmosphere gas
sample cooler is not required. The CCWS is sized such that the component cooling water supply temperature to
plant components is not more than 1250F.

I..... ...- - -_.........-.............

closed loop and to provide the net positive suction head at the CCWP suction. In addition,

Tier 2 9.2-17 Revision 3
Tier 2 9.2-17 Revision 3
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the surge tank accommodates the thermal expansion and contraction of the cooling water
and potential leakage into or out of the CCWS.

Demineralized quality water with corrosion inhibitors is circulated in the CCWS. No
outside impurities are expected to be infiltrated in the system, therefore, the CCW filter is
not necessary. The impacts of non-safety related SSC failures in the CCW system will not
adversely affect safety-related SSCs to perform their safety related function since the
direct impact of a pipe break in the non-safety portion of the system can be
accommodated. The CCW system's safety function will be maintained as a result of the
nonsafety-related piping failure, and the indirect impact of the pipe break will not impact
any SSC safety function.

9.2.2.2.1 Component Descriptions

The CCWS components are described below. Design parameters for major components
of CCWS are provided in Table 9.2.2-2.

9.2.2.2.1.1 CCW HX

The CCW HXs transfer heat from the CCWS to the ESWS. The CCW HXs are plate type.
The CCW HXs are designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26 (Ref.
9.2.11-3), seismic category I, and are designed in accordance with the requirements of
the ASME Section III, class 3.

•.2.2.2.1.2

-•Heat exct

CCWP

hangers are designed to remove heat loads associated with all modes of operation. The "desian'
C condition is associated with CCW and ESW flow rates of 11000 gpm. a maximum CCWS design outlet
t emperature is 100°F and maximum cooling water inlet temperature from ESWS is 95°F. At the design

Tl' condition, the heat removal capacity of each CCWS heat exchanger is 50 x 106 Btuihr.

m The heat exchangers are sized to provide cooling water no greater than 100°F during normal operation, no

T greater than 110°F during shutdown operation and no greater than 125°F during accident and safe

ca shutdown conditions. The assumed ESWS temperature is 95°F for all operating condtions. Heat
Il exchanger fouling factors are in accordance with manufacturer's standards and the system water

chemistry.

TtThe CCWS plate-type heat exchanger "design" heat removal capacity of 50 x 106 BTUIhr allows removal of
bý the normal operating heat load using two heat exchangers. The design heat load is determined by
th summing individual user requirements, which are listed in Table 9.2.2-6. The heat load from the SFP is

based on the decay heat for the design SFP loading as described in Section 9.1.3.1. calculated by ANSIl
P ANS 5.1: the decay heat predicted by ANSI/ANS 5.1 is larger than ORIGEN 2.2 output. Thus. the SFP heat

N exchanger heat load shown in Table 9.2.2-6 used for CCWS design is conservative by about 6x10 6 Btulhr
in comparison to ORIGEN 2.2 predictions. As a result. there is a net 10% margin in the CCWS design heat

9. removal capacity due to the conservatism in the SFP heat exchanger load. In addition, vendor design
margin for the heat exchanger area is a minimum of 20% over the area associated with the design heat

removal capacity.

a¢ Actual heat exchanger performance based on these design considerations will reflect the temperature
le, differential across the heat exchange surface (AT) and the product of the overall heat exchange coefficient

and heat exchange area (UA). The heat exchange area. A. is not dependent on the CCWS operating mode:
however. U and AT will change due to changes in flow rate or temperature conditions in each heat
exchange configuration. Tables 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5 provide heat loads and flow rates, respectively, for
u2rinuIQ ~ nn~rntinn mnr4~e

Trier o 2 r-' 9.2-18n Reviion
Tier 2 9.2-18 Revision 3
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Table 9.2.2-2 Component Cooling Water System Component Design ;;t

Component Cooling Water Pump

Quantity 4

Type horizontal centrifugal

Design flow rate 12,000 gpm

Design head 180 ft

Design pressure 200 psig

Design temperature 200 0 F

Component Cooling Water Heat Exchanger F
.0x10 6 Btu°F-hrQuantity 4 1i

Type Plate type
1UA

Plate Material Ti

Heat transfer rate 50.0x 106 Btu/hr

CCW side ESW side

Design flow rate 11,000 gpm 11,000 gpm

Design pressure 200 psig 150 psig

Design Temperature 200 0 F 140 0 F

Design Inlet temperature 95 OF

Design outlet temperature 100 OF

Component Cooling Water Surge Tank

Quantity 2

Type Horizontal

Capacity 283 ft 3

Design pressure 50 psig

Design temperature 200 0 F

Tier 2 9.2-73 Revision 3
Tier 2 9.2-73 Revision 3
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Table 9.2.2-4 Component Cooling Water system Heat Load Unit of Heat Load [xl06Btu/hr]
Normal Power Cooldown by CS/ Accident Safe Shutdown

Operation RHRS

A&B 0.2 181.8 138.7 167.9

A 1 14.3 23.0 23.0

A2 2 24.2 0.0 0.0

Subtotal 50.0 "ý3 161.7 190.9

C & D 0.2 181.8 138.7 167.9

Cl 25.6 14.3 0 23.0

C2 15.5 25.1 0.0 0.0

Subtotal 41.3 221.2 117K

The total number of 2 4 2 2
operating CCW HXs

Tier 2 9.2-78 Revision 3
Tier 2 9.2-78 Revision 3
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Table 9.2.2-5 Component Cooling Water system Flow Balance Unit of Flow Rate [gpm]
Normal Power Cooldown by CS/ Accident Safe Shutdown

Operation RHRS

A&B 600 9400 4700 4700

A4 4575 4575 4575 4575

A2 198 , 1988 310 310

Subtotal 7163 15963 9585 9585

C&D 600 94ft ,, 4700 4700

Cl 4575 4575 4592 4575

C2 925 1490 6 0.0

Subtotal 6100 15465 9292 9275

The total number of
operating CCW pumps 2

Tier 2 9.2-79 Revision 3
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Table 9.2.2-4 Component Cooling Water System Heat Load [xlO6Btulhr]

Power Cooldown by Accident Safe
Header Startup Operation Refueling CS/RHRS Shutdown

A or B 10.5 0.2 15.7 181.8 138.7 167.9

Al 25.6 25.6 25.4 14.3 23.0 23.0

A2 29.4 24.2 21.6 24.2 0.0 0.0

Number of
operating Total
CCW HXs heat load 2 65.5 1 50.0 2 62.7 2 220.3 1 161.7 1 190.9

C or D 10.5 0.2 15.6 181.8 138.7 167.9

Cl 25.6 25.6 25.4 14.3 23.0 23.0

C2 25.1 15.5 0.9 25.1 0.0 0.0

Number of
operating Total
CCW HXs heat load 2 61.2 1 41.3 1 41.9 2 221.2 1 161.7 1 190.9

Note 1: If one subsystem is unavailable, (e.g., one train is unavailable due to on-line maintenance and a single failure occurs in the other train
of that subsystem), the operator will open the RCP header tie line isolation valves to provide cooling from the operating subsystem to
the RCP thermal barriers of the unavailable subsystem. The additional heat load from the two RCP thermal barriers is 2.5 x 106 Btu/h
placed on the operating subsystem.
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Table 9.2.2-5 Component Cooling Water System Flow Balance [gpm]

Header Startup Power Cooldown by Accident Safe
Header Startup Operation Refueling CS/RHRS Shutdown

A or B 5000 600 5000 9400 4700 4700

Al 4575 4575 3795 4575 4575 4575
A2 2262 1988 1988 1988 310 310

Number of
operating Total

CCW flow I
pumps rate 2 11837 1 7163 2 10783 2 15963 1 9585 1 9585

C or D 5000 600 5000 9400 4700 4700

Cl1 4575 4575 3795 4575 4592 4575

C2 1490 925 190 1490 0.0 0.0

Number of
operating Total

CCW flow

pumps rate 2 11065 1 6100 1 8985 2 15465 1 9292 1 9275

Note 1: If one subsystem is unavailable, (e.g., one train is unavailable due to on-line maintenance and a single failure occurs in the other train
of that subsystem), the operator will open the RCP header tie line isolation valves to provide cooling from the operating subsystem to
the RCP thermal barriers of the unavailable subsystem. The flow rate required to the two RCP thermal barriers is 80 gpm from the
operating subsystem.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

712912011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4/1312010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-53
Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-29

Original question
The component cooling water system (CCWS) must be capable of removing heat from systems,
structures and components (SSCs) important to safety during normal operating and accident
conditions over the life of the plant in accordance with General Design Criterion (GDC) 44
requirements. The Design Control Document (DCD) system description does not adequately
explain the basis for sizing the CCWS pumps. Considerations that need to be addressed include
head losses in the cooling water inlet piping based on full power flow conditions, fluctuations in the
supplied electrical frequency, increased pipe roughness due to aging and fouling, fouled filters (if
added), maximum pressure drop through the system heat exchangers, and the actual amount of
excess margin that is provided by the CCWS pump design including the basis for this
determination. In order for the staff to confirm that the CCWS pumps have been adequately
sized, the applicant needs to include additional information in Tier 2, DCD Section 9.2.2 to address
these considerations.

Follow-up question
Based on the staff's review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-29, the following item
should be addressed:

The intent of the RAI was to solicit a full presentation of the details of the design process and
parameters. The brief addition provided in the response has insufficient detail and did not proved
the amount of excess margin for the CCWS pump design or state that the full power flow condition
were bounding. The applicant is asked to include a description of the design process and
quantitative design parameters.

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref: UAP-HF-09333;
dated June 19, 2009; ML091760624.

9.2.2.53-1



ANSWER:

The design head and flow rate of the CCWS pumps are provided in DCD Table 9.2.2-2. The
design head is calculated based on supplying cooling water to the RCP thermal barriers, which is
the line having the severest pressure loss. The pumps have a design head of 180 ft which
ensures a minimum of 5% margin over the head required to account for the pressure loss in this
line at the design flow rate. The design flow rate of 12,000 gpm is larger than that required for
any CCWS operational mode, as indicated in Table 9.2.2-5. The attached head-flow curve
illustrates the CCWS operating points with respect to the pump design values. The 12,000 gpm
design flow rate for the CCWS pumps is based on a 20% margin above the highest required flow
rate (accident condition = 9,585 gpm) rounded upwards. Additional description of CCWS pump
margins will be added to the DCD.

Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.2 will be revised as follows:

Add summary description of CCWS head, flow margin.

Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
There is no impact on the PRA.

9.2.2.53-2
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the surge tank accommodates the thermal expansion and contraction of the cooling water
and potential leakage into or out of the CCWS.

Demineralized quality water with corrosion inhibitors is circulated in the CCWS. No
outside impurities are expected to be infiltrated in the system, therefore, the CCW filter is
not necessary. The impacts of non-safety related SSC failures in the CCW system will not
adversely affect safety-related SSCs to perform their safety related function since the
direct impact of a pipe break in the non-safety portion of the system can be
accommodated. The CCW system's safety function will be maintained as a result of the
nonsafety-related piping failure, and the indirect impact of the pipe break will not impact
any SSC safety function.

9.2.2.2.1 Component Descriptions

The CCWS components are described below. Design parameters for major components
of CCWS are provided in Table 9.2.2-2.

9.2.2.2.1.1 CCW HX

The CCW HXs transfer heat from the CCWS to the ESWS. The CCW HXs are plate type.
The CCW HXs are designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26 (Ref.
9.2.11-3), seismic category I, and are designed in accordance with the requirements of
the ASME Section III, class 3.

9.2.2.2.1.2 CCWP

The CCWP circulates cooling water through the CCW HX and the components cooled by
CCWS.

The pumps are horizontal centrifugal pumps and driven by an ac powered induction
motor.

The pumps are designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26, seismic
category I, and are designed in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Section
III, class 3.

The pumps are designed in consideration of head losses in the cooling water inlet piping
based on full power flow conditions, increased pipe roughness, maximum pressure drop
through the system heat exchangers, and the actual amount of excess margin et

The surae tanks are located at a hiaher elevation than the pumps to en ure suff ient
The design head and flow rate of the CCWS pumps are provided in Table
9.2.2-2. The design head is calculated based on supplying cooling water
to the RCP thermal barriers, which is the line having the most severe
pressure loss. The pumps have a design head of 180 ft which ensures a
minimum of 5% margin over the head required to account for the pressure ne s
loss of this line at the design flow rate. The design flow rate of 12,00' te surge tank
gpm is at least 20% larger than that required for any CCWS operational er and potential
mode, as indicated in Table 9.2.2-5. :ive surge line.

Tier 2 9.2-18 Revision 3
Tier 2 9.2-18 Revision 3



RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

712912011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4113/2010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-54
Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-30

Based on the staff's review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-30, the following items
should be addressed for items 1 through 4:

Describe the heat loads for individual components (only header heat loads were provided).
Describe key assumptions for heat exchanger heat loads. Alternatively, bounding headloads
could be provided or calculations could be made available for staff audit.

Describe the flow rates for all safety related or major loads. Describe key assumptions for flow
rates or as an alternative, bounding flow rates could be provided or calculations could be made
available for staff audit. The flows to these systems are directly relevant to the issue of the
design of the CCWS and the data should be compiled in Section 9.2.2. Address the adequacy of
two 50 x 106 BTU/Hr CCWS heat exchangers which can remove 190.0 x 106 BTU/Hr during safe
shutdown conditions.

Provide a description of the heat load and flow rate differences between accident and safe

shutdown.

Explain how the minimum required CCWS flow to the CCWS heat exchanger was determined.

Provide flow rates for the CCWS motor cooler or alternatively, provide bounding flow rates.

There is a possible flow rate error for header A2 on Table 9.2.2-5. Under accident conditions,
heat loads for header A2 (Table 9.2.2-4) is zero but A2 flow rates is 310 GPM (Table 9.2.2-5).
Provide an explanation for this flow rate of 310 GPM or provide a correction to Table 9.2.2-5.

Item 5: For the containment spray heat exchanger outlet valve, explain the basis for why the
valves have to be closed initially while in system standby and explain if this valve provides CCWS
pump minimum flow protection with the cross connect valves closed. In addition, the text added
as part of Revision 2 of the Tier 2 DCD was slightly different from the text provided as a DCD
markup to Section 9.2.2.2.1.5 and the words "at once" were added by the RAI response to RAI
09.02.02-36. Determine which DCD markup is correct (between RAI 09.02.02-36 and RAI
09.02.02-30 responses).

9.2.2.54-1



Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref: UAP-HF-09333;
dated June 19, 2009; ML091760624.

ANSWER:
Items 1 through 4:

As indicated in the RAI question, DCD Tables 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5 provide information on header
heat loads. In response to Q9.2.2-52, DCD Tables 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5 will be updated to reflect
header flow rates and heat loads for all CCWS operating configurations. In response to Q9.2.2-51,
new Figure 9.2.2-2 (Sheets 1 through 6) will be added to the DCD; the figures provide detailed
pressure, temperature and flow information. New Table 9.2.2-6 will be added to provide loads for
each CCWS user (including the CCWS motor cooler) and for each plant operating configuration
that is shown in Figure 9.2.2-2. The flow rates provided in Tier 2 Figure 9.2.2-2 are the minimum
flow rates required for heat removal from each CCWS user.

The response to Q9.2.2-52 discusses the adequacy of the heat exchanger "design" capacity of 50
x 106 Btu/hr to accomplish the necessary heat removal for all CCWS operating configurations.

The difference between the flow rates at the time of accident and safe shutdown is due to water
flow for the CN atmosphere gas sample cooler. The CN atmosphere gas sample cooler is used
for sampling the atmosphere inside the containment during an accident and is not required for safe
shutdown. On the other hand, the difference between accident and safe shutdown heat loads is
due to the difference in heat load both from the CN atmosphere gas sample cooler and CS/RHR
Hx. Under accident conditions (e.g., LOCA), significant sensible heat is removed by the RHRS
through the CCW System as well as other operating safety systems (Safety Injection and
Containment Spray). For safe shutdown as described in Tier 2 DCD Subsection 5.4.7.2.3.4, all
heat removal is through the RHRS to the CCWS. The response to Question 9.2.2-51 provided
new Figure 9.2.2-2, which includes detailed flow information. CCWS user loads are provided
with this response as a new Table 9.2.2-6.

Item 5:
Circulation through the CS/RHR heat exchanger while they are in the standby mode is undesirable
in that it would significantly increases the flow and hence the power drawn by the CCW pumps and
would be an overall plant inefficiency. Therefore, the containment spray heat exchanger outlet
valves are closed while the RHR System is in standby. These valves play no role in CCW pump
minimum flow protection.

The phrase "at once" is inexact and will be deleted from Tier 2 DCD Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.5.
However, as indicated in the response to Question 9.2.2-48, the automatic isolation signals to the
header tie line valves (NCS-MOV-02OAB/C/D and NCS-MOV-007AOB/C/D) will be removed.
Thus, this change is superseded by the markup provided with Question 9.2.2-48.

Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.2 will be revised as follows:

* Add description that Tables 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5 provide header information.
* Add reference to new Table 9.2.2-6 for specific CCWS loads.
* Add new Table 9.2.2-6
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Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
There is no impact on the PRA.
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9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

9.2.2.2.2 System Operations

Table 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5, respectively, provide heat loads and water flow balance for
various operating modes- the tables provide CCWS headers values as well as

the number of operating trains. Table 9.2.2-6
9.2.2.2.2.1 Normal Power Operati provides heat loads for specific CCWS users for the

various operating modes. Figure 9.2.2-2 provides
During normal operation, at least one train system operating parameters for various locations
total of two CCWP and two CCW HXs are and operating modes.
is trains A or B and trains C or D.

During this operating condition, an operating CCWP in each subsystem supplies CCW to
all loops in the particular subsystem with cooling water temperature not exceeding 100 OF
maximum.

CCWPs which are not in service are placed in standby and automatically start upon a low
pressure signal of CCW header pressure.

9.2.2.2.2.2 Normal Plant Shutdown

After approximately four hours of normal plant cool down, when the reactor coolant
temperature and pressure are reduced to approximately 350 OF and 400 psig, the standby
CCW HXs and pumps are placed in service resulting in four trains (i.e. four CCWPs and
four CCW HXs) in operation. The CCWS isolation valve for each of the CS/RHR HXs is
opened to supply cooling water to these HXs.

The failure of one cooling train (i.e. failure in one pump or one HX) increases the time for
plant cool down, however, it does not affect the safe operation of the plant. The plant can
be safely brought to the cold shutdown condition with a minimum of two trains.

During plant cool down by the residual heat removal system, the CCW supply

temperature to the various components is permitted to increase to 110 OF.

9.2.2.2.2.3 Refueling

During refueling, the required number of CCW HXs and pumps is determined by the heat
load. Normally, three trains operate in this mode. The remaining train may be taken out of
service for maintenance. An operating CCWP in each subsystem supplies CCW to all
loops in service in the particular subsystem with a maximum CCW supply water
temperature not exceeding 100 OF.

9.2.2.2.2.4 Loss of Coolant Accident

All CCWP are automatically actuated by ECCS actuation signal. The start signal to the
pumps is delayed. (Refer to Figure 8.3.1-2 Logic diagrams (Sheet 18 of 24)) The
isolation valves for the CS/RHR HXs are automatically opened by the ECCS actuation
signal and the same train CCWP start signal. The header tie line isolation valves are
closed by an ECCS actuation signal in coincidence with an undervoltage signal, and the
CCWS is separated into four individual trains (A, B, C and D). The header tie line isolation

Tier 2 9.2-22 Revision 3
Tier 2 9.2-22 Revision 3



Table 9.2.2-6 Component Cooling Water System User Loads (1 of 5)
Heat Load

(x10 6 BTU/Hr ) Number of
(total for the number of Operating

Header Component operating components) Components Operating Mode

Startup
Refueling

0.3 2 Cooldown by CS/RHRS
Power operation

CCW pump Accident
motor 0.2 1 Safe shutdown

9.7 1 Startup
0.0 0 Power operation

14.9 1 Refueling

180.5 2 Cooldown by CS/RHRS

CS/RHR heat 137.2 1 Accident
exchanger 166.4 1 Safe shutdown

0.0 0 Power operation
Startup
Refueling
Accident

0.5 1 Safe shutdown
CS/RHR pump 1.0 2 Cooldown by CS/RHRS

Startup
Power operation
Refueling

0.0 0 Cooldown by CS/RHRS
Accident

A or B SI pump 0.8 1 Safe shutdown



Table 9.2.2-6 Com onent Cooling Water System User Loads (2 of 5)
Heat Load

(xl06 BTUIHr) Number of
(total for the number of Operating

Header Component operating components) Components Operating Mode

Startup
Cooldown by CS/RHRS0.3 2
Power operation
Refueling
Accident
Safe shutdown

CCW pump
motor 0.2 1

9.7 1 Startup
0.0 0 Power operation

14.9 1 Refueling
180.5 2 Cooldown by CS/RHRS

CS/RHR heat 137.2 1 Accident
exchanger 166.4 1 Safe shutdown

0.0 0 Power operation
Startup
Refueling
Accident

0.5 1 Safe shutdown
CS/RHR pump 1.0 2 Cooldown by CS/RHRS

Startup
Power operation
Refueling
Cooldown by CS/RHRS0.0 0

.4. 4

Accident
Safe shutdownCorD SI pump 0.8 1

I .' I



Table 9.2.2-6 ComDonent Coolina Water Svstem User Loads (3 of 5'
Heat Load

(x10 6 BTU/Hr) Number of
(total for the number of Operating

Header Component operating components) Components Operating Mode

Startup
Power operation
Accident
Safe shutdown20.3 1

4 4

SFP Heat
Exchanger

25.4 1 Refueling

10.6 1 Cooldown by CS/RHRS

Startup
Power operation
Cooldown by CS/RHRS
Accident

Sample heat 0.2 1 Safe shutdown
exchanger 0.0 0 Refueling

Startup
Power operation

1.2 2 Cooldown by CS/RHRS

0.0 0 Refueling

RCP thermal Accident
barrier 2.5 2 Safe shutdown

Startup
3.2 2 Power operation

1.6 1 Cooldown by CS/RHRS
Refueling
Accident

RCP motor 0.0 0 Safe shutdown

Startup
Power operation
Cooldown by CS/RHRS0.7 1

4. 4

Refueling
Accident
Safe shutdownAl Charging pump 0.0 0

Al Charging pump 0.0 0



Table 9.2.2-6 Component Coolina Water System User Loads (4 of 5)
Heat Load

(x10 6 BTU/Hr) Number of
(total for the number of Operating

Header Component operating components) Components Operating Mode

Startup
Power operation
Accident
Safe shutdown20.3 1

SFP heat
exchanger

25.4 1 Refueling

10.6 1 Cooldown by CS/RHRS

Startup
Power operation
Cooldown by CS/RHRS
Accident

Sample heat 0.2 1 Safe shutdown
exchanger 0.0 0 Refueling

0.012 1 Accident

Startup

C/V Power operation
atmosphere Refueling
gas sample Cooldown by CS/RHRS
cooler 0.0 0 Safe shutdown

Startup
Power operation

1.2 2 Cooldown by CS/RHRS

0.0 0 Refueling

RCP thermal Accident
barrier 2.5 2 Safe shutdown

Startup
3.2 2 Power operation

1.6 1 Cooldown by CS/RHRS
Refueling
Accident

RCP motor 0.0 0 Safe shutdown

Startup
Power operation
Cooldown by CS/RHRS0.7 1

.1.

Refueling
Accident
Safe shutdownCl ChriV pumpI 0.0 0

Cl Charging pump 0.0 0



Table 9.2.2-6 Component Coolina Water Svstem User Loads (5 of 5)

Heat Load
(x10 6 BTU/Hr) Number of

(total for the number of Operating
Header Component operating components) Components Operating Mode

Startup
Power operation
Refueling
Cooldown by CS/RHRS0.9 1

4- 4
Accident
Safe shutdownIA compressor 0.0 0
Startup
Power operation

1.8 1 Cooldown by CS/RHRS
Refueling

Seal water heat Accident
exchanger 0.0 0 Safe shutdown

Startup
Power operation

0.8 4 Cooldown by CS/RHRS
Refueling

BD sample Accident
cooler 0.0 0 Safe shutdown

5.2 1 Startup
Power operation
Refueling

Excess Cooldown by CS/RHRS
Letdown heat Accident
exchanger 0.0 0 Safe shutdown

Non safety-
related
components in
Auxiliary
Buildinl

Startup
Power operation
Refueling
Cooldown by CS/RHRS20.7

4- 4

Accident
Safe shutdownA2 0.0

4 ~I- + 4

Startup
Power operation
Refueling
Cooldown by CS/RHRS0.9 1

4- 4

Accident
Safe shutdownIA compressor 0.0 0

4 4

14.6 1 Power operation

Startup
24.2 1 Cooldown by CS/RHRS

Letdown heat
exchanger

Refueling
Accident
Safe shutdownC2 0.0 0

Note: "Non safety-related components in Auxiliary
largest is the Boric Acid Evaporator

Building" is a summary of several loads; the



RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

7/29/2011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4/13/2010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-55
Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-31

Based on the staff's review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-31, the following items
should be addressed for items 1, 3 and 4:

Item 1: The text provided by the applicant is not well written and is confusing; therefore, should
be corrected in the DCD.

" Describe in the DCD detailed discussion of the MCR controls, permissives and interlocks
associated with the header isolation.

" Describe in the DCD a COL Information Item related to the development of procedures
(including time durations) for conditions that allow the operator to override an automatic
action to reopen the closed the header valves post S+UV or P.

* Section 9.2.2.2.2.6, "Water Hammer Prevention," states that system valves are slow
acting; however, Section 9.2.2.2.1.5, "Valves" indicates the header tie line isolation valves
will automatically close in about 10 seconds. Provide clarification in the DCD for these
two sections (slow acting valves verses 10 second valve closure).

Item 3: Describe in the DCD that the 24" diameter valves which close in less than 10 seconds
have been adequately reviewed against water hammer.

Item 4: Valve seat leakage should be discussed in Section 9.2.2 of the Tier 2 DCD and the seat
leakage should be limited to a specific maximum amount in the closed position for fulfillment of
their required function (ASME OM Code - IST Category A).

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref: UAP-HF-09388;
dated July 16, 2009; ML092080393.

ANSWER:

Items 1 and 3: Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.5 will be revised for clarity. The closure time editorial
error has been corrected in DCD Revision 3 (submitted to the NRC on 31 March 2011 via
UAP-HF-11078) to "within 30 seconds". The longer, maximum 30-second closure time of the
cross-connect valves reduces the probability of water hammer occurrence. MHI will add a

9.2.2.55-1



discussion to DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.5 that water hammer is prevented by the relatively
slow valve closure time. This discussion will be provided in the response to Question 9.2.2-48,
which includes additional Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.5 markups. To correspond with these changes,
Subsection 14.2.12.1.87 was expanded in DCD Revision 3 to specify the testing of the
cross-connect valve closure time consistent with Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.5; verification that no water
hammer effects are detected will also be added to Subsection 14.2.12.1.87.

Item 1: As indicated in the response to Question 9.2.2-48, the automatic isolation of the header tie
line isolation valves has been removed. The interlocks associated with this isolation have been
deleted. Thus, additional changes associated with this question are not required.

Item 4: Section 9.2.2 will be revised to address valve leakage assumptions and bases. Section
9.2.2 will also be revised to address makeup capacity, which is large in comparison to valve
leakage. Please see the response to Question 9.2.2-49 for this discussion.

Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 2, Subsection 14.2.12.1.87 will be revised as follows with regard to CCWS header tie
line isolation valves:

* Add testing and verification that no water hammer effects are detected.

* Delete actuation logic testing

DCD Tier 2, Subsection 14.2.12.1.87 will be revised as follows:

0 Replace "RWS" with "FSS"

Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
There is no impact on the PRA.
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14. VERIFICATION PROGRAMS US-APWR Design Control Document

2. To demonstrate the capability of the CCW system to provide cooling water during
normal operation, normal cooldown, and postulated loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) modes of operation.

3. To verify operation of system valves and control circuitry.

4. To demonstrate the operation and verify the operating characteristics of the CCW
pumps.

B. Prerequisites

1. Required construction testing is completed.

2. Component testing and instrument calibration is completed.

3. Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

4. Required support systems are available.

5. Demineralized water is available for system makeup.

6. The CCW is aligned to cool the CCW motors.

7. The ESWS is available to CCW heat exchangers. 8. CCWS is filled and vented.
< 9. Temporary test instrumentation is

C. Test Method installed.

1. The control circuitry of the CCW pumps, surge tanks, and valves is verified.

2. The CCW system pumps are operated, and performance characteristics verified.

3. System flows are balanced, as required, and then verified in each mode of
operation. Cavitation is not present in the area of butterfly throttle valves. Testing
includes verification of coolant flow to the thermal barrier via cross-tie.

4. The cooling ability of the CCW system is verified during RCS heatup and
cooldown in conjunction with the RHRS during the hot functional test.

5. CCW surge tank vent valve closure logic is verified using a simulated high CCW
radiation monitor condition.

6. The thermal barrier heat exchanger cooling water return line isolation valve logic
is verified using a simulated reactor coolant pump thermal barrier heat exchanger
cooling water high flow condition.

I. 6A-1. 11___ .181111 MIAuI...iVu 1 y 6ur.WFL 10918r ioyic Ic 1URITI ie -Re GE)flCIfnfl
Rit Succin022.2. 1.5 using simulated SignalS. ValYo Fespenso to 98F

actuation signalc May bo Y94861o Y'iQ othor toctc (o.g., Subcoction 11.2.12.1.56,
ECSActuation and Containmont leelation Log@ic Prooporational Toct).

Tier 2 14.2-120 
Revision 3

Tier 2 14.2-120 Revision 3



14. VERIFICATION PROGRAMS US-APWR Design Control Document
19. When a CCW header tie line isolation valve isl

~-~AmanuaIiv dn~d frnm tha MCR mnnitnr fnr thi~Ii-
manually closed from the MCR monitor for thel• .. ... ... ... . • W V... .• .. ... mm vll~ vu vl ily I

8.,The CCW er tie line isolation va, occurrence of water hammer. vibration and noise.

section 9.2.2.2.1.5.

0. Demonstrate the ability to provide makeup water and verify flow to each
pressurized CCW surge tank using DWS, PMWS and supplies.

D. Acceptance Criteria L.FSS

1. The tank alarms and interlocks operate as designed.

2. The performance characteristics of the CCW pumps are within design
specifications (Subsection 9.2.2)

3. Components that are supplied with CCW receive flows that are within the design
specifications in each of the operating modes including the supply of coolant flow
to the thermal barrier via cross-tie.

4. The pump control and interlocks operate as designed.

5. CCW system erformance characteristics are within design specifications.
9. Water hammer does not affect CCW

6. CCW surg piping when a CCW header tie line ates as described in
,firisolation valve is closed.

7. The thermal barrier heat exchanger cooling water return line isolation valve logic
operates as described in Subsection 9.2.2.5.5.

8. The CCW header tie line isolation valves' closure time are
onsistent with Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.5.

Q. The ability to provide makeup water to each pressurized CCW surge tank using
10. DWS, PMWS and R.• supplies is demonstrated.

14.2.12.1.88 Turbine Comi nent Cooling Water System Preoperational Test

A. Objective FSS

1. To verify that the system components perform their function of supplying adequate
cooling water to the designated turbine building components, as described in
Subsection 9.2.8.

B. Prerequisites

1. Required construction testing is completed.

2. Component testing and instrument calibration is completed.

3. Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

Tier 2 14.2-121 Revision 3



RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

7/2912011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4/13/2010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-56
Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-32

Based on the staff's review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-32, the following items
should be addressed.

" Describe the bases for the design arrangement and any operator time restraints for getting
this cross-tie aligned.

" Describe any COL information items related to procedures and controls for this abnormal
lineup which ties together four safety trains.

* Describe how quickly this line up would be made available since the four locked closed
valves would have to be unlocked (locked closed tags would have to be cleared and then
four breakers need to be reclosed in the field).

* Describe the main control room controls for the valves.
* Describe the conditions or Technical Specification Modes for when these cross tie valves

would be allowed to be opened.
* Describe the Technical Specification LCO when in this lineup and describe the

consequences to the operating CCWS divisions.
* Describe the relevant failure modes and effects analysis for this operation.
* Describe any special valve leakage requirements for MOV-234A/B and VLV-231A/B to

ensure system flow requirements are maintained to the RCPs.

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref: UAP-HF-09333;
dated June 19, 2009; ML091760624.

ANSWER:

The RCP cross ties are required to be opened within 10 minutes only when one of the four trains of
CCW are isolated for maintenance and there is a failure in the operating train of that subsystem.
If CCW flow is lost and cannot be restored within 10 minutes, the RCPs will be tripped following a
reactor trip. (Note: If loss of CCW should occur, seal injection flow continues to be provided to
the RCP. Seal injection flow is sufficient to prevent seal damage even with a loss of thermal
barrier cooling. However, loss of CCW to a RCP motor bearing oil cooler will result in a high
temperature trip of the RCP motor cooler. Ref. Tier 2 DCD Subsection 5.4.1.3.4). The RCP
cross tie valves (NCS-MOV-232A/B, 233A/B, and 234A/B), are motor-operated and can be
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remotely operated from the MCR. Because these valves are slow open and close (greater 30
seconds), potential water hammer can be avoided. The open/close positions of the valves are
displayed in the MCR. Isolation for maintenance is a planned evolution to be conducted in
accordance with the procedure required above. Because LCO 3.7.7 requires that three trains of
CCW be operable, system maintenance in this alignment must be completed in accordance with
the Technical Specification. (Note: Opening the RCP cross tie valves occurs only if two trains of a
subsystem are unavailable. Thus, LCO 3.7.7 is applicable under this configuration.) There are
no special leakage requirements or controls. Because there are two isolation valves on the RCP
CCW tie line which are normally closed, "Locked Closed" is not required. Therefore, MHI will
delete the "LC" designation of the RCP cross-tie line isolation valves in Figure 9.2.2-1. The
revised Figure 9.2.2-1 provided in response to Question 9.2.2-69 includes this change.

Tier 2 DCD Subsections 9.2.2.2.2.1 will be revised to provide additional detail regarding RCP
cross-tie operation and add a statement that procedures for operation with one CCW train isolated
for maintenance is within the scope of Operating and Maintenance procedures addressed in
Subsection 13.5.2. In addition, MHI will describe (through text and/or figure) valve number and
valve position of RCP cross-tie line isolation valves.

Tier 2 DCD Table 9.2.2-3 will be revised to provide the relevant failure modes and effects analysis
for the RCP cross-tied operation. The revised Table 9.2.2-3 provided in response to Question
9.2.2-58 includes this change.

Tier 2 DCD Tables 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5 will be revised to provide information on the operational
configuration involving use of an RCP cross-tie line. The revised tables will be provided in the
response to Question 9.2.2-54.

Check valves will be added to the In-service testing (IST) program. (Valves NCS-MOV-232A/B,
233A/B, and 234A/B are already included.)

Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 2 Table 3.9-14 will be revised as follows:

* Add check valves NCS-VLV-231A and B

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.5 will be revised as follows:

* Add RCP CCW tie line isolation valve numbers to heading.
* Add additional description regarding supply and return path.
• Add RCP CCW supply and return line isolation valve numbers to heading.
* Modify description regarding effect of opening RCP CCW tie line isolation valves.
* Modify description of "RCP CCW supply line isolation valve" to delete "P" signal isolation.
* Modify description of "RCP CCW return line isolation valve" to clarify use in conjunction

with RCP CCW tie line isolation valves for RCP cooling from alternate subsystem.
* Add RCP motor CCW supply line isolation valve numbers to heading.
* Modify description of "RCP motor CCW supply line isolation valve" to clarify valve usage.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.2.1 will be revised as follows:

* Add discussion of the use of the cross-tie valves.
* Add reference to DCD Subsection 13.5.2 for development of Operating and Maintenance

procedures applicable to use of cross-tie valves.
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Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
There is no impact on the PRA.
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3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS,
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.9-14 Valve Inservice Test Requirements (Sheet 62 of 112)

Valve Tag Descrption Valve/ Actuator Safety-Related Safety ASME IST Inservice Testing IST Notes
Number Type Missions Functions(2) Category Type and Frequency

NCS-MOV- Letdown heat Remote MO Gate Maintain Close Active A Remote Position 4
537 exchanger Transfer Close Containment Indication, Exercise/2 5

component Isolation Years
cooling water Safety Seat Containment Isolation
return Leakage Leak Test
containment Remote Position Exercise Full Stroke/
isolation Cold Shutdown

1ý;;ý .Operability Test

NCS-MOV-
232A

Cro nnectio-n
between A, -_

reactor coolant
_,, .-- 4 f, rn

Maintain Close Active
Remote Position

1

B Remote Position
Indication, Exercise/2
Years

7

NCS-VLV- A,B-reactor Check Maintain Open Active BC Check Exercise/ 3
231A coolant pump fer Close Refueling Outage

supply line check

NCS-VLV- A,B-reactor Check Maintain Open Active BC Check Exercise/ 3
231 B coolant pump Transfer Close Refueling Outage

supply line check

reactor coolant
pump and C,D-
reactor coolant
pump
component
cooling water
return line
isolation

Years
Exercise Full Stroke/
Cold Shutdown
Operability Test

Tier 2 3.9-182 Revision 3



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

and C2) has two in-series air operated isolation valves. These valves close automatically
to isolate the non-seismic Category I portion of the CCW system upon receipt of a S+UV
signal, P signal or surge tank low-low level signal.

In-series check valves are provided on the CCW return lines from the non-seismic
Category I portion of the CCW system (See Figure 9.2.2-1, Sheet 9 of 9).

The CCW supply header (A2 and C2) isolation valves close automatically when one of
the following occurs (See Figure 9.2.2-1, Sheet 9 of 9).

S~innIm fnilurn nf nnA trnin whila thA ~t~nnd tr3in in thA ~am~ 'Ia aincile failure nf one train while the socond train in the same ine
subsystem is undergoing on-line maintenance. Valve opening I"y
allows CCW flow to the affected RCP thermal barriers and motor nent
bearing oil coolers from the alternative subsystem. The supply

I

cooling water surge tank

valves connecting to the alternative CCW subsystem are NCS-
MOV-232A/B: the return valves are NCS-MOV-233A/B. The valves
are operated in conjunction with an RCP CCW return line isolation
valve (NCS-MOV-234A/B) to establish the alternative flow path.

b) The isolation valves on turbine building supply Ii e

0 Low- low water level signal of the componen cooling water surge tank

is manually opened from the MCR in theld under voltage sig al
event that CCW flow is interrupted to the'
RCP motors and thermal barriers. I

I

(NCS-M )V-232A/B, NCS -MOV-233A/B)* RCP CCW tie line isolation valve

This normally closed motor operated valve Gpe. ..... Wh1 it b.c , '.oS.ib. Wc tU.•y
.. , : , .D._of A! (or CG ) hoador due t ho.14. .C..Al. fa.-Wo of the CC. . au-m..

i' m-nil2llh rnI frim th, M• in M * RU *It
#.

A:K. .. a.d 9neuroc tho thormpal b.rrlII cooln'* Water.rne event nat i,'w is inmerruptea to
the RCP motors and thermal
hkrriare (AInannra ^f tho u2slkg

allows one CCWS pumP to Drovide ly line isolation valve e !(NCS.-MOV-446A1B/C/D) i
Ioperaýted vavcoochnitbcmempciotoupl, AnIr.... flux L•1 .J... ... . , ;÷ I ff.I.t..... .w .. tt.. i, lf I, ~.. ..adeauate flow to four thermal

k, OT ;'~' ~r ~-. ii no~uor uuc 'o inc cinuto rn:iuro ui 'no ~ oumoI T , J I g
II II I I m i• d

....................rnin-n~gn~n~ii and on~uroc me mormai narrior coo~na water
•Z !;Ian be closed manually

* RCP CCW supply line isolation valve N from the MCR

This normally open motor operated valve eleses aut_,,tlealy " . ." , to shutoff
the component cooling water flow to the containment vessel.

* RCP CCW return line isolation valve - (NCS-MOV-234A/B)

Thi nor.m.lly opo. motor .pera..d VA.VA, WORMS to o-tab•ich th retu'rn l. oA f th thorm1
barrier cooling water in the caGo it bcmo impeciblo to cupply cooling Wator to the
RCP of Al (9F G 4) header duo to the Single failure o Rf the rCCW1 pumfp and an !*Ro
m:aintenance. The cooling Water forF the therm~al barrFierm ic anurod by penqing NCSMO

Dr's .,^ (..r.• l. .. l..., ^ .. +l....;..,. . .' ... ,+l^ r"^ /__m4.... i..

I
"•P .............. \ ...... l"

This valve is normally open. but must be closed to configure the
~flow path to the RCPs in one subsytem (All or C1 header) from the

=ojther subsystem using the RCP CCW tie line isolation valves fNCS-IiF

MOV-222A1R NCR-MOV-23~AIRI.iI

MOVi3 AI i ... .... .... ..... .... .31
Ti Revision 3
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9.2.2.2.2 System Operations

Table 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5, respectively, provide heat loads and water flow balance for
various operating modes.

9.2.2.2.2.1 Normal Power Operation

During normal operation, at least one train from each subsystem is placed in service. A
total of two CCWP and two CCW HXs are in operation. A combination of trains in service
is trains A or B and trains C or D.

During this operating condition, an operating CCWP in each subsystem supplies CCW to
all loops in the particular subsystem with cooling water temperature not exceeding 100 OF
maximum.

CCWPs which are not in service are placed in standby and automatically start upon a low
pressure signal of CCW header pressure.

9.2.2., During normal power operation, one of the two standby trains of CCW may be isolated for
maintenance. If the operating train in the same subsystem with the train out for maintenance

After were to become unavailable, then CCW would be unavailable for two RCP motor coolers and
tempe thermal barrier heat exchangers. The RCP cross-tie isolation valves NCS-MOV-232A/B and
tem ý 233A/B can be manually opened from the MCR (in conjunction with closing the appropriate
CCW NCS-MOV-234A or B valve from the MCR) to compensate for the CCW loss. The operator
four C should align this alternative flow path to the RCP motor within 10 minutes to preclude motor
opens overheating. This alternative flow path also provides CCW flow to the RCP thermal barriers

which ensures RCP seal cooling in the event that CVCS were unavailable for RCP seal
The fa injection. Because these valves can be slowly opened and closed, potential water hammer
plant (can be avoided. The openlclose positions of the valves are displayed in the MCR.
be saf Subsection 5.4.1.3.4 discusses the effect of loss of component cooling water on reactor

coolant pump operation.
Durinn

tempe A milestone schedule for implementation of the operating and maintenance procedures is
defined in Subsection 13.5.2. Such procedures must include isolating one train of CCW for

9.2.2.' maintenance, and the use of the RCP cross-tie valves to provide RCP thermal barrier coolinc
in the case of a CCW failure in the subsystem that already has one train isolated,

Durin - -U... y U.. . -... .. .. . . .. .. . ..- L.. ,. . . . .... . .. . .

load. Normally, three trains operate in this mode. The remaining train may be taken out of
service for maintenance. An operating CCWP in each subsystem supplies CCW to all
loops in service in the particular subsystem with a maximum CCW supply water
temperature not exceeding 100 OF.

9.2.2.2.2.4 Loss of Coolant Accident

All CCWP are automatically actuated by ECCS actuation signal. The start signal to the
pumps is delayed. (Refer to Figure 8.3.1-2 Logic diagrams (Sheet 18 of 24)) The
isolation valves for the CS/RHR HXs are automatically opened by the ECCS actuation
signal and the same train CCWP start signal. The header tie line isolation valves are
closed by an ECCS actuation signal in coincidence with an undervoltage signal, and the
CCWS is separated into four individual trains (A, B, C and D). The header tie line isolation

Tier 2 
9.2-22 

Revision 3
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

07/29/2011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4/1312010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-57

Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-33

Based on the staff's review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-33, the following items
should be addressed.

Item 1: The applicant should address the following concerns:

" The minimum NPSH that is needed for CCWS operation needs to be specified and
explained.

* How the required minimum NPSH is satisfied by the system design when taking vortex
formation into consideration is not discussed.

* How much excess margin is available for the most limiting case is not included.
* Insufficient information to enable the staff to independently confirm the adequacy of the

design with regard to NPSH, including limiting assumptions and supporting justification is
not included.

* The proposed DCD text is confusing. The DCD text states, since the difference of
installation elevation between the surge tanks and the pumps is large enough, as NPSH
available, there is sufficient margin. The applicant should consider revising this
statement.

* Describe if the CCWS pumps trip based on sensed low water level in the surge tank.

Item 2: The applicant should address the following concerns:

* Describe in the DCD the bases for the surge tank setpoints water level.
* Describe in the DCD the surge tank design details such as system internal volume,

temperature extremes that are accommodated by the design.
* The surge tank volume should be listed in both DCD Tier 1 and Tier 2 sections/tables.
* Describe in the DCD the maximum leakage rate that is assumed including justification.
* Describe in the DCD the key assumptions and conclusions from the design calculations

for sizing the component cooling water system surge tanks.
* Since one surge tank services two safety-related CCWS trains, describe in the DCD

possible surge tank level instrument interactions.
* Describe in the DCD if the surge tank internal partition plates can be internally inspected

(manways provided).

9.2.2.57-1



Item 3:
Gas accumulation in safety-related system needs to be addressed by the applicant. Gas
accumulation is addressed in INPO Significant Event Report (SER) 2-05, "Gas Intrusion in
Safety Systems," San Onofre event and information in Generic Letter(GL) 2008-01,
"Managing as Accumulation in Emergency Core Cooling, Decay Heat Removal and
Containment Spray Systems. Describe in the DCD that nitrogen accumulation has been
adequately evaluated.

Item 4: The following concerns should be addressed in the response:
* Describe in the DCD the surge tank makeup water flow rates requirements.
* Describe in the DCD the makeup water flow paths and their safety related status.
* Describe in Tier 1, DCD Section 2.7.3.3, any safety related makeup water source to the

surge tanks. In addition, appropriate Tier 1 requirements should be established for the
makeup function.

Item 5: In accordance with Figure 9.2.2-1, vacuum breakers are installed on top of the surge tank.
The applicant states in this RAI response that the vacuum breakers are installed 'in the'
surge tank. The applicant should consider correcting this to "on the" surge tank. Also,
note 6 on Figure 9.2.2-1 should be modified to indicate this is a vacuum breaker. In
addition, the surge tank vacuum breakers are an important design feature to ensure the
surge tanks remain operable under all design conditions and should be shown in the Tier
1 Figures.

Item 6: Provide a discussion in Tier 2, DCD Section 9.2.2 related to the 'protection functions'
statement in the Technical Specifications Basis, Section B3.7.7 which state that surge
tanks in the system provide pump trip protection functions to ensure that sufficient net
positive suction head is available. Describe the protection functions in the DCD since
the low-low water level alarm on the surge tank is not considered a pump trip protection
function.

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref: UAP-HF-09388;
dated July 16, 2009; ML092080393.

ANSWER:
* Item 1 Bullet 1

The NPSH available (NPSHA) for each CCWS operating mode is designed to be 70 ft,
which is based on NPSH required at the rated flow rate of 12,000 gpm plus 50% margin.
The CCWS pumps are designed to have a required NPSH (NPSHR) of 70 ft or less.

" Item 1 Bullet 2
The static water head used in the calculation of NPSH available as CCWS is based on an
elevation difference of 125 ft from the surge tank outlet nozzle (which is lower than the
low-low tank water level pump trip setpoint), to the pump suction nozzle; thus, this is
conservative with respect to the actual elevation difference between the water level and
pump suction. The available NPSH obtained by this elevation difference further includes
a margin of 50% in the pump design (that is, NPSH available is reduced by 50%). Thus,
the CCWS has adequate margin to avoid vortex suction at the pumps due to decrease in
the surge tank water level.

* Item 1 Bullet 3 and 4
Available CCW pump NPSH is determined by the pressure loss in piping, static water
head and saturated steam pressure in the CCW surge tank. Conservative values are
used for each of these factors in the determination of available NPSH. Specifically, the

9.2.2.57-2



suction piping pressure loss is based on the CCW pump rated flow of 12,000 gpm, which
exceeds the required flow rate for any system operating mode. The assumed static
water head is based on an elevation difference of 125 ft from the tank outlet nozzle to the
pump suction, rather than the more realistic tank low-low water level. Saturated steam
pressure is taken at the maximum water temperature of 150'F. In addition to these
conservative assumptions, the available NPSH for pump design is assumed to be 50%
less to provide additional margin, as stated earlier. DCD Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.2 will be
revised to summarize this design approach.

Item 1 Bullet 5
The description of the installation height between the surge tank and the pump in DCD
Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.2 will be revised to clarify that the key assumptions and basis for
assuring that there is adequate NPSH for CCWS pumps.

Item 1 Bullet 6
The CCWS pumps do not trip on surge tank low-low level. Because of the conservatism
in the NPSH calculations, the CCWS continue to have adequate NPSH even at the
low-low level setpoint. Thus, the CCWS pumps are not automatically tripped. There
are three causes for a substantial decrease in the surge tank water level:

i) Leakage from valve glands or pump seals
ii) Leakage from components in non-safety piping during earthquake
iii) Leakage across header tie line valves (NCS-MOV-007A/B, NCS-MOV-02OA/B),
if closed.

Upon occurrence of leakage at valve glands or pump seals, a surge tank low level will
result in opening of valves to normal water makeup with a design capacity of 75 gpm; the
makeup capacity exceeds the potential leakage rate, from valve glands or pump seals as
discussed in the response to Question 9.2.2-49. If leakage occurs in non-safety piping,
the surge tank low-low water level actuates isolation valves to non-safety piping, so that
tank compartment water level can be maintained.

Item 2 Bullet 1, 2, 4 and 5
The capacity of the surge tanks is determined by taking into account the following factors:

i) Absorption of volume variations due to temperature changes caused by changes
in heat load of the CCW System

ii) Sufficient volume to accommodate the in-leakage of cooling water or inflow from
the RCP thermal barrier prior to isolation of the leakage.

DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-2 will be changed to reflect a design change which increases the
volume of each surge tank to 420 ft3. The larger tank volume has been included in the
DCD Tier 1 Table 2.7.3.3-5 update provided in response to Question 9.2.2-68.

For volume variations due to CCW temperature changes, a temperature variation of 70F
associated with the start and stop of the BA evaporator is taken into consideration.
Assuming that the water volume of the CCW System is about 8,750 ft3, the compartment
volume will change by about 10% due to a temperature change of ±70F.

In-leakage from the RCP thermal barrier is assumed to be 300 gpm continuing for thirty
seconds. To accommodate this inflow, the capacity of the gas phase section of the surge
tank must be at least 120 ft3, which is less than 50% of the tank capacity. In case of
leakage from the thermal barrier, the thermal barrier outlet valve closes in 10 seconds to
isolate the in-leakage in less than thirty seconds.

A potential in-leakage rate of 50 gpm from sources other than the RCP thermal barrier is

9.2.2.57-3



assumed to occur due to static failures (leakage at valve glands or pump seals). The
surge tank water level is maintained to ensure a gas volume that provides a sufficient time
margin for isolation of the in-leakage.

* Item 2 Bullet 3
Description on the surge tank capacity was added to DCD Revision 3 Tier 1 Table
2.7.3.3-5 (Item 7.iii); it is listed in DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-2. These tables will be updated
to reflect the larger tank capacity, as discussed earlier.

* Item 2 Bullet 6 and 7
The surge tanks are normally maintained at a slight positive in pressure with a nitrogen
gas atmosphere and are free of significant temperature transients or variations in flow rate.
Thus, the possibility of a large scale static failure in the tank is very low. If out-leakage
were to occur, water would be supplied from the make-up water system. In-leakage
would be detected by surge tank compartment water level and each header flow rate and
isolated manually. If one CCW train were to be isolated, a failure in the operating train
might adversely affect the operating train. To prevent this, an internal partition plate is
installed in each tank effectively creating a functionally separate volume for each CCW
train. The partition plate also serves to separate the train suction points; the partition
extends from the tank bottom to a height above the high water level setpoint. The surge
tanks are provided with manholes to allow visual inspection of the partition plates in the
tanks. Redundant surge tank compartment water level indicators are installed on both
sides of each CCWS tank. There is no potential conflict between the level instruments
because only one provides input to the level control valve. Please see the response to
Question 9.2.2-49, which provides DCD Figure 2.7.3.3-1 illustrating the functional
arrangement of the CCWS surge tank partition plate.

* Item 3:
Tier 2, DCD Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.3 will be revised to add physical characteristics that
minimize the potential for gas accumulation at locations other than the surge tank.

" Item 4
Please see the responses to Questions 9.2.2- 51, 55, 67 and 69 for discussion of makeup
capacity, requirements and sources.

* Item 5
DCD Tier 1 Figure 2.7.3.3-1 was revised in DCD Revision 3 to add the vacuum breaker.
The symbol for vacuum breakers is shown in DCD Tier 2 Figure 1.7-3. Therefore, Note 6
on Tier 2 Figure 9.2.2-1 does not need to be revised to indicate this is a vacuum breaker.

Item 6
Tier 2 DCD Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.2 will be revised to address "protection function" as
indicated in B3.7.7 from the approved PWR Standard Technical Specification Bases, i.e.,
the surge tank elevation with respect to the pump provides a protection function to assure
adequate NPSH.

Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.2 will be revised as follows:

• Add description of design approach used to assure adequate NPSH and avoidance of
potential vortexing.
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DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.3 will be revised as follows:

* Add statement regarding physical location of the CCWS surge tanks
* Add statement regarding surge tank elevation and piping arrangement for avoidance of

gas accumulation.
* Address inspection accessibility.
* Clarify free volume capacity
* Add surge tank capability to accommodate inleakage
* Add effect of surge tank water volume change due to system temperature change

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.5.4 will be revised as follows:

* Additional description of level indication and level control function
* Add basis for normal level setpoint and variation of level with temperature.
* Add discussion regarding surge tank leakage monitoring

DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-2 will be revised as follows:

* Revise surge tank volume consistent with design change.

Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
There is no impact on the PRA.
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the surge tank accommodates the thermal expansion and contraction of the cooling water
and potential leakage into or out of the CCWS.

Demineralized quality water with corrosion inhibitors is circulated in the CCWS. No
outside impurities are expected to be infiltrated in the system, therefore, the CCW filter is
not necessary. The impacts of non-safety related SSC failures in the CCW system will not
adversely affect safety-related SSCs to perform their safety related function since the
direct impact of a pipe break in the non-safety portion of the system can be
accommodated. The CCW system's safety function will be maintained as a result of the
nonsafety-related piping failure, and the indirect impact of the pipe break will not impact
any SSC safety function.

9.2.2.2.1 Component Descriptions

The CCWS components are described below. Design parameters for major components
of CCWS are provided in Table 9.2.2-2.

9.2.2.2.1.1 CCW HX

The CCW HXs transfer heat from the CCWS to the ESWS. The CCW HXs are plate type.
The CCW HXs are designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26 (Ref.
9.2.11-3), seismic category I, and are designed in accordance with the requirements of
the ASME Section III, class 3.

9.2.2.2.1.2 CCWP

The CCWP circulates cooling water through the CCW HX and the components cooled by
COWS. Irk rI rwu a,. :. ,1 I +.ULU 6 L 4 I-., ^. 1U .... + 1 1 ..... t. ,II

lit W ~ I 4uM~LWV 4a" Clll I0 P'lal a, ca Vi~l~ qlV nlgv %PII %UVF%,FU IW•¥• Vl a

Reactor Building) than the CCWS pumps (lower level of the Reactor Building).
The pumps Calculations of available NPSH is based on conservative assumptions such as
motor. highest CCWS flow rate, highest surge tank temperature and lowest surge

stank level. Using these conservative assumptions, the calculated NPSH is
The pumps Tlfurther reduced to define the design specification for the required NPSH of the
category I, a CCWS pumps. This approach ensures that the CCWS pumps have flooded
III, class 3. suction during all operating conditions and vortexing can be avoided.

The pumps are designed in consideration of head losses in the cooling water inlet piping
based on full power flow conditions, increased pipe roughness, maximum pressure drop
through the system heat exchangers, and the actual amount of excess margin etc.

.......... .I... .. u I..... ..uu at 8 niynnr uI otVPRn ninn thn PUnmI 1o oA ncol I Wr nn n9t
NPSH l nLFai- is ava.ila1blo.

9.2.2.2.1.3 CCW Surge Tank

T~ho CCW curgo ta.n.kc are connected to the suction side of the CCWP. The surge tank
accommodates the thermal expansion and contraction of the cooling water and potential
leakage into or from the CCWS. Makeup water is supplied to the respective surge line.

The CCW surge tanks are constructed of
carbon steel and located in the upper level
of the Reactor Building. They 9.2-18 Revision 3
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The CCW surge tank is designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26,
seismic category I, and is designed to the requirements of the ASME Section III, class 3.

In case of a small leak out of the system, makeup water is supplied as necessary until the

leak is isolated.

The makeup water can be supplied from the following systems:

" Demineralized water system (DWS) which supplies the demineralized water

" Primary makeup water system (PMWS) which supplies the deaerated water and
primary makeup water

* Refueling water storage system (RWS) which supplies the refueling The elevation of the
surge tank and piping

Deaerated water is used for initial filling of this system and demineralized v arrangement minimize
for automatic makeup when the tank water level reaches a low level set oi the potential for nitrogen

accumulation in places
If necessary, primary makeup water and refueling water may be used dL tin other than the surge
emergency. Refueling water storage pit is water source of seismic categ tank.

Water chemistry control of CCWS is performed by adding chemicals to t e CCW surge
tank to prevent long term corrosion that may degrade system performa e. The CCW in

Accessibility is the surge tank is covered with nitrogen gas to maintain water chemistry.

provided forr
inspection o In order to provide re ancy for a passive failure (a loss of system integrity resulting ininspection anitrnfii
the partition abnormal leakage), an intern rtition plate is provided in the tank so that two separate
p.Jsurge tank volumes are maintaine .

The CCW surge tan c-pecity of 50%, ic 819/ 9 to ,.,oi,. the a.....t of R..a.. from, RCP•.... ra, rrl r, , ....' .,A ..... i s R time ,J. . Regarding the makeup water source

of the RWSP to e seismic category I, this makeup water source provides capacity to
accommodat ystem leakage for seven days. Makeup water supply is performed by an
operator by/cally operating the manual valves. A vacuum breaker is installed on the
surge ta to prevent damaging the tank in the event of a sudden decrease in water level.

9.2. . .1.4 Piping

arbon steel is used normal free volume of 20% can accommodate 300 gpm potential inleakage
welded, except wher( from an RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger for thirty seconds. The most

significant volume change due to system temperature change is associated

9.2.2.2.1.5 Va with start/stop of the Boric Acid Evaporator: the effect of such a change is
about 10% of surge tank compartment volume, based on a potential

* Header tie line i temperature variation of ±70 F. Relief valves provide overpressure
1protection and discharge to the Reactor Building sump.

The function of this motor operated valve is to separate each subsystem into two
independent trains during abnormal and accident conditions. This ensures each safety
train is isolated from any potential passive failure in the non-safety portion or another
safety train of the CCWS. This valve automatically closes at once upon the following
signals:

Tier 2 9.2-19 Revision 3
Tier 2 9.2-19 Revision 3
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9.2.

m The CCWS is designed with redundant MCR level indication for each surge tank
compartment. The normal demineralized water makeuD line for each CCWS surae tank,,,

i
compartment contains a flow indication device that can also be read in the MCR. The
combination of continuously monitored comnartment level and demineralized water

•]

Acombination of continuousiv monitored comnartment level and demineralized wate
makeup flow provides the ability to trend compartment level data and normal makeup
flow. The capability to trend this data allows oDerators to ensure that the

cc 'p
I

flow. The caDabilltv to trend this data allows ooerators to ensure that thF

o-nmn rfman* IfafAr unlma rlnaa n^# rvighrra•a, halk w fhmf na-maeas ft, anaira f91/WQ
failur .......RE * W * WVt.. . . . . . . ....- V

tr function for 7 days without makeup for post-seismic operation, if necessary.

9.2.2 Surge tank water level considerations include:
. Potential inleakage from an RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger, as discussed in

Ro di Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.3.;,._ _• Volume variations due to CCW temperature change, as discussed in Subsection
th, C9.2.2.2.1.3.

. Adeauate volume in each compartment to accommodate potential leakage for 7
days without makeup, as discussed in Subsection 9.2.2.3.2.

9.2."3 _ , . , ,

£A

THe

9%.2.5.4 CCW surge tank water level

L

no ~ curac tanK wator lovol ic inaicatoo in me ML~. LL~~ in ioa~aae or out
leakage occure, a 14091 OF low Wator lovol alarmA ic trancmi#Ad_ to the MCR.
.A. lo.w. low ;..ato .level .ig isolates the components located in the non-seismic category
I buildings. In addition, the ic_,t•io ..... ,.alyv.. on -the hoad.oer- tie "Re A..o Icloco_ ,,d by a lOW low
Water lVe! cigna! and the subsystom, whero the l9W loW .ator lo .l sgnal ie actuated, is

Im * I I + • I

l~.j * -

9.2.2.5.5

The normal water makeup valves
D) are automatically closed whe
reaches the normal level. A higl

signal provides an alarm in the I
level signal provides an alarm in
opens the normal water makeup
of the two instruments for each
used to provide automatic contr
associated surae tank makeup v

RCP thermal barrier HX and RCP motor cooling water flow ra

s (LCV-01 OAIBICI irrier HX and motor cooling water flow rate is indic ted in
n the surge tank ) its low flow setpoint, a low flow alarm is transmitt- to
h water level Iting from the in-leakage of reactor coolant to CCWS due
MCR. A low water hal barrier HX tube leak, is transmitted to the MCR w en
the MCR and times as large as the normal flow rate, and the isolati n

& v esuy I I line are closed. , .... ,
AI:A. ;6

compartm•.n is
ol of the
ralve. A low-low preg

Level iInUdI,; UIIUIcio ln UUlbIl ,slc tnl.e. WL

or above the 0% instrument level) is
indicative of adeauate CCWS pump netssure

water level signal also provides a MCR alarm and l nTpositive suction head....-------------------------- locally indicated. The surge - .1... Zj-
supply valve and tank vent valve are controlled with open-closed control so that the tank
pressures are maintained within a pre-set range. High and low surge tank pressures are
alarmed in the MCR.

9.2.2.5.7 CCWP discharge and suction pressure

The CCW pump discharge and suction pressures are locally indicated and are used for
CCW pump performance testing.

Tier 2 9.2-26 Revision 3

Tier 2 9.2-26 Revision 3
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Table 9.2.2-2 Component Cooling Water System Component Design Date

Component Cooling Water Pump

Quantity 4

Type horizontal centrifugal

Design flow rate 12,000 gpm

Design head 180 ft

Design pressure 200 psig

Design temperature 200 0 F

Component Cooling Water Heat Exchanger

Quantity 4

Type Plate type

Plate Material Ti

Heat transfer rate 50.Ox 106 Btu/hr

CCW side ESW side

Design flow rate 11,000 gpm 11,000 gpm

Design pressure 200 psig 150 psig

Design Temperature 200 0 F 140 0 F

Design Inlet temperature " 95 OF

Design outlet temperature 100 OF -

Component Cooling Water Surge Tank

Quantity 2

Type Horizontal

Capacity 2ft 3

Design pressure 50 pi

Design temperature 200 F (partitioned into two

Tier 2 9.2-73 Revision 3

Tier 2 9.2-73 Revision 3



RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

7/2912011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4/13/2010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-58
Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-34

Based on the staff's review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-34, the following items
should be addressed.

Item 2: The discussion in response to RAI 09.02.02-34, item 2 should be added to the DCD.

Item 3: Although the additional text explained the re-supply water function and operation of the
associated valves (NCS-MOV-445A/B, MOV-447A/B, and MOV-448A1B), it does not discuss the
bases for the 4 diameter bypass lines. The discussion should be added to the DCD.

The US-APWR design related to the CCWS supply to the RCPs isolates on a containment
isolation signal (MOV-401A and B, MOV-402A and B, MOV-436A and B, and MOV 438A and B)
which is counter to the guidance of SRP 9.2.2, Section II. "Acceptance Criteria", Item 4. D which
states: "Remote manual isolation of the RCP seal coolant water by the main control room
operator for continued long-term pump operation in an actual event".

In addition, SRP 9.2.2. Section III, "Review Procedure," Item 4.F. states:

"Design provisions are made for isolation of component cooling water supply and return lines to
the RCP by remote manual means only".

In accordance with 10 CFR 52.47 (a) (9), an evaluation shall discuss how the proposed alternative
provides an acceptable method of complying with the Commission's regulations. The applicant
should revise Table 1.9.2-9, "US-APWR Conformance with Standard Review Plan Chapter 9
Auxiliary Systems," stating the bases for an exception or departure related to GDC 44 and the
guidance of SRP Section 9.2.2.

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref: UAP-HF-09333;
dated June 19, 2009; ML091760624.
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ANSWER:
Item 2: Tier 2, DCD Subsection 9.2.2.3.2 will be revised to describe why there is low potential for
leakage into the RCS, as stated in the response to Question 09.02.02-34, Item 2.

Item 3: The 8-inch lines and valves are sized for all plant operating conditions. The isolation
signals that were described in DCD Revision 3 for the header tie line isolation valves
(NCS-MOV-02OA/B and 007A/B), RCP CCW supply line isolation valves (NCS-MOV-401A/B) and
RCP CCW supply line containment isolation valves (NCS-MOV-402A/B), RCP CCW return line
containment isolation valves (NCS-MOV-436A/B and NCS-MOV-438A/B) will be removed. Thus,
RCP thermal barrier cooling is not automatically isolated, consistent with SRP 9.2.2. As a result,
the 4-inch bypass lines and valves (NCS-MOV-445A/B, MOV-447A/B, and MOV-448A/B), which
were intended only to provide sufficient cooling for the RCP thermal barrier under the conditions
associated with containment isolation, are not necessary. Thus, this alternate flow path and
associated valves will be deleted. The additional description discussed in Question 09.02.02-34
will also be removed.

Removal of automatic closure of the header tie line isolation valves (NCS-MOV-02OA/B and
007A/B) during an accident condition introduces the potential for additional loading on one train of
a subsystem if a single failure is postulated in the other train. (Note, the response to Question
09.02.02-48 describes the design change to the automatic isolation of the A2 header heat loads.)
The potential exists only for the period in which the header tie line valves are open. For example,
if the B-CCW pump fails to actuate upon the receipt of an ECCS actuation signal, the heat load on
the A-CCW heat exchanger will be increased as follows:

Additional load from B header

* B-CCW pump: Pump fails to start: 0.0 Btu/hr
* B-SI pump: Pump actuated by ECCS signal: 0.84 x 106 BTU/hr
" B-CS/RHR pump: Pump actuated by containment spray signal: 0.48 x 106 BTU/hr
• B-CS/RHR heat exchanger: CCW will not be provided to the heat exchanger because the

outlet isolation valve (NCS-MOV-145B) opens only on receipt of both B-CCW pump
actuation and ECCS actuation signal: 0.0 Btu/hr

Thus, the total additional A-CCW heat exchanger heat load is 1.32 x 106 BTU/hr.

Additional load from Al header

The heat load from Al header is already included in DCD Revision 3 Table 9.2.2-4. Therefore,
removal of the auto closure for the header tie line will not affect the A-CCW heat exchanger heat
load.

Additional load from A2 header

* The heat load from the A-instrument air system in the Turbine Building and non-safety
related components in the Auxiliary Building (no CCWS supporting components for C2
header) will be isolated by ECCS actuation, containment spray signal or low-low surge tank
level: 0.0 Btu/hr

* The heat load from excess letdown heat exchanger (letdown heat exchanger for C2
header) will also be isolated by containment isolation signal: 0.0 Btu/hr

Revised Table 9.2.2-4 provided in the response to Question 9.2.2-52 lists the total "A or B header"
heat load as 161.7 x 106 BTU/hr for the accident condition. Adding 1.32 x 106 BTU/hr to account for
open header tie line isolation valves and a single failure would increase this value to 163.02 x 106
BTU/hr. This value would increase the required heat exchanger UA value for accident condition;
Table 9.2.2.52-1 in the response to Question 9.2.2-52 lists this value as 5.0 x 106 Btu/°F-hr. However,
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such a change would not affect the design basis of the CCW heat exchanger as it is small in
comparison to the required UA value of 7.2 x 106 BTU/hr for the refueling condition. Thus, the system
would not overheat in this configuration as the available heat exchanger could accommodate the
increased heat load.

For the case of all B-train failure due to the failure of B-Class 1 E GTG during the accident condition
concurrent with a LOOP, the non-safety components and all the B-train safety components powered
from the B-Class 1E will stop. Thus, the heat load from B and A2 header will be zero and this
situation is bounded by the case of B-CCW pump failure.

For the case of A, C and D-train failure, an analogous approach results in similar conclusions. In
summary, removal of auto closure for the header tie line isolation valves (NCS-MOV-02OA/B and
007AIB) does not affect the CCWS design.

Closure of the header tie line valves is required to achieve separation of trains within each
subsystem. In the event of a design basis accident, train separation prevents drainage of the
subsystem in the event of a subsequent passive component failure such as pipe break. Based
on the discussion in SECY-77-439 (§2.D, "Passive Failure in a Fluid System"), leakage is typically
assumed during the long-term post-accident response, but not additional gross failure of passive
components. SECY-77-439 refers to long-term cooling as "24 hours or greater after the event".
Thus, it is assumed that the operator will close the header tie line isolation valves within 24 hours
to configure the CCWS for long-term operation after a design basis accident. The DCD will be
modified to identify that operators must close the header tie line isolation valves to achieve train
separation.

Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 1 Subsection 2.7.3.3.1 will be revised to delete references to NCS-MOV-445A/B,
MOV-447A/B. MOV-448A/B: and update information for NCS-MOV-401A/B, MOV-402A/B,
MOV-436A/B and MOV-438A/B as follows:

* Table 2.7.3.3-1
* Table 2.7.3.3-2
* Table 2.7.3.3-3
* Table 2.7.3.3-4
* Figure 2.7.3.3-1 (Revised figure provided in Question 9.2.2-49 response reflects deletion

of NCS-MOV-445A/B, MOV-447A/B, and MOV-448A/B)

DCD Tier 1 Subsection 2.11.2.1 will be revised to delete references to NCS-MOV-445A/B.
MOV-447A/B, MOV-448A/B and update information for NCS-MOV-401A/B, MOV-402A/B,
MOV-436A/B and MOV-438A/B. as follows:

* Table 2.11.2-1

* Table 2.11.2-2

DCD Tier 2 Table 3.2-2 will be revised as follows:

* Delete reference to NCS-MOV-445A/B, 447A/B, 448A/B

DCD Tier 2 Table 3.9-14 will be revised as follows:

0 Delete reference to NCS-MOV-445ANB, 447A/B, 448A/B
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DCD Tier 2 Table 3D-2 will be revised as follows:

* Delete reference to NCS-MOV-445A/B, 447A/B, 448A/B

DCD Tier 2 Subsections 6.2.4.2 and 6.2.4.3.2 will be revised as follows:

0 Clarify isolation function and actuation of CCW supply and return line to the RCPs valves.

DCD Tier 2 Table 6.2.4-3 will be revised as follows:

* Delete reference to NCS-MOV-445A/B, 447A/B, 448A/B
* Change "Valve Position, Post-Accident" from "C" to "0" for NCS-MOV-402A/B, 436A/B,

438A/B

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.2.4 will be revised as follows:

* Delete automatic closure discussion for header tie line isolation valves
* Add header tie line isolation valve closure time discussion
* Reference COL item for closure header tie line isolation valve closure.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.3.2 will be revised as follows:

* Revise discussion of closure of header tie line isolation valves to eliminate reference to
automatic closure.

" Add discussion provided in the response to RAI Question 09.02.02-34, Item 2, to the
DCD.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.3.5 will be revised as follows:

* Revise discussion to reflect that thermal barrier cooling will not be automatically isolated
and that 4-inch bypass valves have been removed from the design.

DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-3 will be revised as follows:

* Delete reference to NCS-MOV-445A/B, 447A/B, 448A/B and update the FMEA.
* Update to reflect that automatic closure of NCS-MOV-02OA/B and 007A/B has been

deleted; see the response to Question 9.2.2-48 for this change.
* Reflect RCP cross tie operation in Item 1.
* Add a note to provide additional information for "Effect on System Safety Function" with

regard to header tie line isolation valves.

Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
There is no impact on the PRA.
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